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Krebs' defense concludes arguments
By Robin Nichols
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The hciinnn tor .1 ch.in^c ot venu«.“ in tlu“ 
Rex .Allen Rrel''s’ imirJer tri.il contimieil 
X^edne^ .^l;^ v as the ¡'lro^ealtlon Ite .^in i.|ues' 
tiomne the detenseV witnev<es.
Rrehs’ attorney, Patricia Adihau^h, con­
cluded her questlonm^i ot key witness Edwaid 
Bronson Tue^day. Wednesdav, the prosecu­
tion he>ian its cross-exainin.ition, ar ;^uintj the 
relevance ot Bron>on’s analysts ot inedi.i cov- 
era>.;e ot the Kreh ’^ case.
Tliere is no standard tor the relev,ince ot
the .irticles, prosecuting' attorney Tim 
C'ovello said, reterrinp' to the lack ot case l.iws 
detininp how to analyze media coverage.
C^ovello asked Bronson to state whether he 
telt a true cross-section ot the community was 
represented in the survey. Brotison .inswered 
th.it .ilthou^h 1 2 s people retused to partici­
pate in the survey ,ind ei^ht termin.ited the 
interview hetore it ended, he still Believed the 
numhers were a K‘")d representative ot coun­
ty residents.
C -ovello also questioned Bronson about the 
numher of questions th.it were compound.
with parts reterrin^ to ditferent aspects ot the 
case. Tliat alKiwed, Covello said, tor people to 
respond to ditterent c|uestions at the same 
time, makiit” it ditiicult to determine what 
people were responding to.
“Mayhe they talked about it when the case 
broke a year .if^ o, hut there’s no way to tell it 
this is sustained (conversation)," Caivello 
a^id. "It would have been important to tind 
out in (Brotvson’s) survey it people were talk­
ing about it flow like they were a year a^o or
see KREBS, page 9
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ANDY CASTAGNOLA/MUSTANG DAILY
About 20 students volunteered to fall under the hypnosis of professional hypnotist Bruce McDonald Wednesday 
night. McDonald talked these two students into a deep sleep on stage in Chumash Auditorium. Later, McDonald 
had them laughing hysterically, waving their arms and other moves they could only be hypnotized to do.
Sigma Chi trial 
starts; witnesses 
arrive at court
By Andy Castagnola
MUSTANG DAILY EDITOR IN CHIEF
The trial ot two Si;j;ma Cdii members started Wednesday 
with the calliriLJ ot potential witnes.ses and a jur>’ selection.
Tlu' defendants, TTaomas Gntfith and (d^ad McMills, are 
charged with providing alcohol to a minor.
Ten Sigma Cdti members apjx'ared in court as possible 
witnesses tor the district attorney. Former pledge Jason 
StonehiK'ker was also present Wednesday; however, the dis­
trict attorney has not .subpoenaed him to testify.
The large numher ot witnesses in this ca.se is unusual tor 
charges ot furnishing alcohol to a minor, said C. Randall 
C'ook, attorney tor potential witness and Sigma Chi mem- 
K-r Brian 1 lenr>’.
It’^  ,iRo unuMi.il th.it thi' type ot case goes to a jury tri.il, 
said Man Funke Bilu, attorney tiir McMills.
Four ot the tr.Ueinitv members will return tv) court this 
morning. It lVput\ Cisirict .Attorni'y Lind.i l.uoiig .liter- 
mines th.ii she needs the other members to testitv, she will
see SIGMA CHI, page 9
Police pay tribute 
to fallen officers
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Flags flew at halt-st.ift .ind b.igpipes pl.iyed memori.il 
hymns at Mission Pl.i:.! Wednesd.iy as more th.in 1 SC uni- 
tormed peace officers paid tribute to officers who were 
killed in the litie ot duty.
\ictims’ t.imilies, officers .ind itu'esttgators .ittendcxl 
the mornitig ceremony. .All S.in Luis Obisjso Countv 
crmitn.ll lustice .ind law enforcement vlepartments atul 
C aiesta C'ollege .ind Call Polv Police were present.
The (filiform.I Men’s C2olonv presented .1 21 gun s.ilute 
ind Cdi.ipl.iin Fd Kdrosi.in of the P,is Robic's Police 
iVjxirtment led .in opening pr.iyer thanking ( 'lod tor his 
protection ind also tor the officers.
I ■niversity police chief Tony Aeilts said. "I think it is 
import.int th.it we remember officers who died in the line 
ot duty tor our community because they are out there 24 
hours a day, seven days a week, tor the expressed purl's)>e 
ot putting themselves in harm’s way, which is the bottom 
line."
San Luis Obispo Police Chief Jim Cdardiner read II 
names of officers who were killed in the past year. No S.in 
Luis C'tbispo (bounty peace officers have been killed in the 
line of duty since the February 1998 deaths of two high­
way patrol officers in the Highway 166 washout.
The memorial ceremony was part of National Police 
Week, designated to pay tribute to all law enforcement 
personnel.
Academic Records advises students on privacy rights
By Adam Jarman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Tlie C'tffice of Academic Records 
recently sent a mailing to all enrolled 
Cal Poly students about their right to 
restrict directory inform,ition.
There are two levels of privacy 
available to students, said Marcia 
Friedman, assistant director of 
Academic Records.
First, Students can restrict their lixa- 
tor information Irom all campus direc­
tories. This includes the student’s 
name, e-mail addres,s, local telephone 
number and major.
Directories include the annual 
As.MK'iated Students Inc. student direc­
tory, the online directory and the resi­
dence hall directory.
Friedman .said requests to be exclud­
ed from the directories will take effect 
the next day online. However, infor­
mation is extracted for the printed ver­
sion in November, so requests for 
exclusion must be made before then.
'7/ a Student doesn't protect their (directory informal 
tion), we can say, 'Adam is enrolled,' or ‘Adam gradu' 
ated with this degree.'"
Marcia Friedman
Assistant Director of Academic Records
Tlie annual ASl director\’ is available tion, which includes liKator informa- 
each January. tion and additional information such
Additionally, students can request as date of birth, degrees awarded and 
to protect all their directory informa- the height and weight of athletic team
meniK'rs.
The downside to this level of restric­
tion is that the university would no 
longer lx- able to verify enrollment or 
degrees to future employers or credit 
card companies.
“We get calls every' day a.sking for 
verification, and our office would not 
be able to do verifications tor them," 
Friedman said.
“If a student doesn’t protect their
see DIRECTORY, page 2
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^ parking 
meter was 
left open for 
several days 
in front of 
Lassen 
dorm last 
week.
Earlier in the 
week a plas­
tic container 
holding the 
change was 
still in the 
meter, but it 
was later 
taken.
DAN GONZALES/ 
MUSTANG DAILY
Gore emphasizes idealism to grads
(U -W IRE) NEW YORK — 
When \'icc President A1 Gore 
addressed the gradualinj4 class ot 
Columhia Law Sclund Tuesday niijht, 
he was modest in his expectations tor 
his speech, tellinj; the graduates he 
wouldn’t he surprised it they didn’t 
retnemher much ot what he said.
Gore said he did not remember his 
commencement speaker.
"But 1 believe you’ll remember the 
parties tonight and will have no idea 
tonight (who talked to you) unless 
I’ve tricked you into remembering;," 
he told the audience.
Sumi Sakata, 26, who was receiv­
ing; a dej;ree, af;reed, saying, “1 don’t 
think a commencement speaker is 
that important in the lonj; run.” But 
she said said it was "kind ot nice” to 
have Gore at the ceremony.
“I’ve heard A1 Gore speak all year,” 
said Kim Btiler, 32. “I don’t think 
there is anything; new he can say.” 
Some students, however, said the 
vice president was inspiring. “1 
thout;ht it was tantastic,” said 25- 
year-old Tittany Wonj;.
Manuel Lauredo, 25, said after the 
speech, “It was wonderful, ver\’ excit­
ing; [to have him here).”
Zach Wilks, 25, described Gore as 
"very emotional" and "very personal.”
The ceremony was, indeed, very 
personal tor Gore because daughter 
Karenna Gore Schitt was amonj; the 
graduates receiving; juris doctorate 
decrees. She has been working on his 
campaign.
A pra ;^matic endorsement ot Gore 
came trom 27-year-old Robert-Paul 
Saj;ner, who said, “1 yuess A1 Gore is 
as m)od as anybody else.
Graduations are usually very' bor­
ing because they all say the same 
things.”
Gore was invited to speak betöre 
the 526 graduates and their families 
last tall, .said Law Schinil Dean David 
Leebrom. Previous speakers have 
included U.S. Attorney Mary Jo 
White, National Basketball 
.Association Commissioner David 
Stem, newscasters and judges. Gore 
was chosen because he has “been very 
active on i.ssues ot interest to law 
interest U) law students, like the envi­
ronment,” Leebrom said.
Most of the Gore family was pre­
sent for the graduation, including 
Gore’s mother, Pauline LaFon Gore, 
who was a lawyer; wife Tipper; and 
Karenna’s two sisters.Andrew Schift, 
Karenna’s husband, also attended.
.As Gore began his speech, two 
young people rose in the tront ot the
audience and waved anti-Gore signs. 
The Democratic presidential candi­
date said he would talk to the stu­
dents later, then got cheers when he 
added, “Let’s hear it tor the First 
Amendment.”
In his speech. Gore encouraged 
graduates to enter public service and 
seek elective oftice.
"We need a new generation com­
mitted to carrying the standard high­
er —  with more enthusiasm and ide­
alism than ever betore,” Gore said. "... 
Each ot you can make a difference in 
many difterent ways.”
Atter his speech, when the gradu­
ates were recognized individually. 
Gore shook the hand of every stu­
dent. His daughter got the handshake 
—  and then the two embraced.
Wong said that “not many people 
talk aKiut people becoming politi­
cians, but lawyers so often use the law 
as a means of going to other places.” 
David Alexander, 28, said Gore 
made a good impression of someone 
who’s not a “typical politician.”
“1 thought he drew on imptirtant 
themes, but 1 would have liked to 
have heard more substance and less 
jokes,” Alexander said.
Mustang Daily 
needs summer 
photographers!
Call Dan at 
756-1796 today!
Must know how to 
use your SLR 
setup and have 
photography 
knowledge.
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Lani Steenhard
Major: Animal Science 
Class: Freshman
Volunteer Activities: Best Buddies 
„  working with the mentally and 
physically challenged of SLO. 
Personal Quote: "Friendship is the 
best gift I've received from 
volunteering, and I hope the people I've 
met feel the same."
Congratulations Lani!
\f you’d like to make a difference, contact Student Community 
Services at 756-5834 or stop by UU217D
Mustang Daily
Café cuts no corners in giving 
culture to coffee drinkers
By Victoria Walsh
M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Linnaca’s cafe does more than 
make coffee. It produces poets.
Every third Sunday of the month, 
“Corners of the Mouth” comes to 
San Luis Obispo to find the poet in 
everyone, featuring two guest poets,
—  one from t)utside the county and 
one within.
This Sunday, (2al Poly English 
professor Kevin Clark and Jamie 
O ’Halloran from Los Angeles will 
read.
Started in 1984 by Kevin Patrick 
Sullivan and Karl Kempton, 
“Corners of the Mouth” sought to 
bring a different culture to San Luis 
Obispo.
“We had our first poetry reading 
in 1984 and received such a positive 
response from it that we 
wanted to do it on a regular mmammemeMom 
basis,” Sullivan said. ► Every third
‘'There’s a moment, if it 
occurs, ivhen the whole 
pluce ^oes quiet and we are 
no longer in Linnaeas, hut 
wherever the story takes
yyus.
Kevin Clark
Cal Poly English professor
According to Sullivan, Sunday of the 
“Corners of the Mouth” month at 7:30 
comes from a Chinese book p.m. Linnaea's 
titled “Book of the Dead”, cafe presents 
“It’s nourishment in and "Corners of the 
out,” Sullivan said. “You Mouth." 
receive nourishment into 
the body trom the mouth and frttm 
the mouth to the community.”
Clark read at “Corners of the 
Mouth” t)nce before, in 1988.
This time Clark plans tt) read 
trom his own book, which will come 
out next year. He blends two differ­
ent styles in his poetry.
“One is elegiac, which tends to be 
sad and mourns the loss of some­
thing,” Clark said. “The other is 
high velocity, it mimics rock ‘n’ roll 
or the beat poetry of the ’50s.”
Clark has done readings since he 
was 21. He has read at colleges such 
as University of California, 
Berkeley, Mills College and 
Claremont-McKenna College.
“It’s such a different experience 
from reading (a book) to having it 
read out loud,” Clark said. “The lit­
erary experience is downright trans­
formative."
“Corners of the Mouth” is placed 
in the top reading series in 
California, Sullivan said.
“1 receive feedback from poets, 
and they all love to read here,” 
Sullivan said. “They love the audi­
ence, and tliey all tell me what a 
great time they have here.”
Sullivan credits the popularity of 
“Corners of the Mouth” 
to quality and persis­
tence.
“It’s what kept it hap­
pening," Sullivan said. 
“Karl stopped after the 
first year and a half. 1 love 
pi)etry. 1 still get such a 
kick oul of I t .  It’s not a 
drain for me to do this. 1
still have fun.”
Clark enjoys poetry, and the 
excitement of reading it out loud.
“Poetry should exist for every­
body,” Clark said. “It should be 
there all the time. It’s really special 
to sit down in a small room and per­
form. 1 love it when you’re on.”
Sullivan said there are u.sually at 
least 18 to 20 people in the audi­
ence, but that attendance can reach 
as high as 40. The featured guests 
each have 20 to 30 minutes to read 
and then people from the audience 
have five minutes for their own orig­
inal work.
Clark is most excited for that one 
special moment when he reads.
“There’s a moment, if it occurs, 
when the whole place goes quiet 
and we are no Linger in Linnaea’s, 
but wherever the story takes us,” 
Clark said.
Graduation Center 
is now open for
Caps & gowns 
Commencement tickets
Diploma frames
Cal Poly 2000 
disposable cameras
Monday - Friday 
9:00am - 4:00pm
E l  C o r r a l  
B o o k s t o r e
A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION SF.RXTNC, C a I, Po LY SINCE UJLÍ
www.elcarralbaakstare.cam
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Association anticipates approval 
of UCLA student-contract
(U-W IRE) LOS ANGELES - It
the readers, tuti)rs and teaching; assis­
tants in UCLA’s Student Association 
ot Graduate Employees approve tlieir 
union Ci>ntract with the university, 
there miiiht not he any mttre strikes 
t('r quite a while.
That’s because one t)f the many 
provisions outlined in the contract is 
a “no-strike” clause, which the union 
af r^eed to in exchanj»e tor hindinj» 
arbitration hearinfis it any dispute 
should arise.
The proposed contract was tenta­
tively af r^eed upon by representatives 
from UC and the various academic 
employee unions at all eij^ht general 
UC campuses last Wednesday.
The bargaining team fn)m the dit- 
terent campuses’ unions have recom­
mended to the membership that the 
contract he ratified. The contract 
only takes effect at those campuses 
where the union membership ratifies 
it.
“We think it’s a fair contract 
because it provides the rights and 
benefits our membership asked tor 
and needs," said Cohn Warren, a 
geography graduate student and 
member ot SAGE/UAW’s bargaining 
team.
University representatives have 
also said they are satisfied with the 
terms of the contract.
“We are pleased to have reached 
an agreement with the union," UC 
President Richard Atkinson said in a 
statement. “The parties have worked 
lung and hard to ... cratt a mutually 
acceptable resolution."
The contract is the end result i>t 
years ot action by the unions, who 
have been agitating tor recognition 
from the university tor most of the
decade. UC recognized the union in 
1999 after the Public Employment 
Relations Board ruled that academic 
student employees had the same 
unionizing rights as any other 
employees.
Voting on the contract at UC'LA 
ended on Tuesday, but the results 
have not yet been announced. The 
other campu.ses will finish voting 
Wedne.sday. It approved, the contract 
would be effective until September 
30, 2003.
Tlte 30-page contract, which pre­
viously had not been released, was 
made available on the union’s Web 
site Monday so that union members 
could have the opportunity to read it 
before voting.
“It’s there so they can read the 
actual contract language," said 
Christian Sweeney, of UC Berkeley’s 
Association ot Graduate Student 
Employees. “There’s also a summary 
of the contract that they can read," 
she added.
The contract outlines in detail the 
specifics ot the rights and benefits 
afforded to academic student employ­
ees, ranging from guaranteed job 
security to fee remissions.
Though Warren said the contract 
was similar to the university’s previ­
ous guiding documents tor academic 
employees, the Academic Apprentice 
Personnel Manual, there were still 
many changes.
“A lot of issues that weren’t 
addres.sed previously by the university 
are addressed in the contract," 
Warren .said.
Columbia seniors leave their lasting mark
(U-W lRE) NEW YORK —
Adding their names to the hal­
lowed list of senior pranksters past, 
about 150 members ot the Class of 
2000 mooned Furnald Lawn last 
Wednesday night, going bare-a.ss 
on the Lerner ramps. This is but 
the latest accretion to the long­
standing history that is the senior 
prank, a tun way to end a four-year 
undergraduate career at the 
University.
Senior roommates Karen 
Berenthal and Rachel Grundfast 
came up with the idea in January 
upon return from winter break.
“We were discussing senior 
prank and how it was a shame that 
no one ever really knew when and 
where it w-as going to happen," 
Berenthal said.
“1 think our inspiration for the 
prank itself came from our living in 
616, directly across from Schapiro, 
the residents of which all too often 
.shared their most intimate poses 
with us by not remembering to pull 
down their shades.”
Grundfast added, “Building a 
student center with a wall of glass 
screams out for something like 
that."
.After discu.ssing the idea with
“ / think our inspiration for the prank itself came 
from our living in 616 ... the residents o f which all 
too often shared their most intimate poses with us by 
not remembering to pull down their shades/’
Karen Berenthal
Columbia University
several friends, they decided to sub­
mit it to their class. The two e- 
mailed cla.ss presidents senior 
Charles Saliba and senior Melissa 
Marrus. “We are fully committed to 
pulling off this prank, and our 
pants,” they wrote. SEAS 2000 
President Vikaas Mittal was later 
informed of the idea.
On Tuesday, May 8, Saliba sent 
out an e-mail to the entire Class of 
2000. “It was many, many moons 
ago that we entered Columbia 
University, and so it’s only appro­
priate that we leave with even 
more,” it stated.
Berenthal said that she and 
Grundfast were concerned with 
student participation this year 
because they felt that in recent 
years the prank has become noth­
ing more than the work of a few
jokesters.
Said Berenthal, “We ... thought 
it would be neat to come up with 
something everyone could partici­
pate in."
The greater emphasis on stu­
dent interest didn’t seem to raise 
the number of students taking part, 
though. Last year, there were about 
200 students packed into Butler, 
where the Class of 1999 gave first 
chickens and then a party homes in 
the 24'hour reading room, com­
pared with Berenthal’s estimate of 
only 150 la.st Wedne.sday.
Berenthal was pleased with the 
outcome despite the smaller 
turnout. “When 8 p.m. rolled 
around, we counted down and all 
the seniors dropped their drawers, 
and displayed for all campus their 
very own ‘00s. It was great.”
DIRECTORY
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(directory information), we can say, 
‘.Ailam IS enrolled’ or ‘.Adam graduated 
with this degree,”’ she said.
Protected students must provide the 
records office a written, signed request 
before any verifications can lx‘ made
WOODSTOCK’S uses 100%  real Mozzarella 
To Create The Ultimate Pizza Pie!
on their behalf.
Released information formerly 
included students’ local addres.ses. 
However, a recent change in policy 
re.stricts that piece of information from 
all directories.
As,s»)ciated Students Inc. resolved 
last spring to exclude local addre.s.ses 
from Its printed tlirectorv. .Academic 
Records then decided to honor student 
I'pinion, Friedman said.
“Based on student input and (an 
ASI) resolution, we have decided to 
restrict it,” Friedman siiid.
Under the federal Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA), the university has the right
to provide directory-typ<.‘ information. 
Additionally, FTRPA guarantees stu­
dents the right to privacy regarding 
such information.
Students wishing to restrict their 
infi'miation fn'in King released can 
either mail their request or use 
Must.inglnK' at
www.must;mginfo.calpt>lv.edu.
Tliis mailing is sent .innually ti> all 
currently enrolled students’ local 
addresses. Incoming students are pri'- 
vided inform.ition in their welcome 
packet.
Local addrevse-s and telephone num- 
Krs can K  changed by notifying the 
records office or through Mu.stanglnfo.
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Dennis
Johnson
D on’t get 
distracted on 
road to success
Aplastic ha  ^with 10 graduation tickets, a jireeti cap and a tjreen rolx' stares me in the face. The ¡golden class of 2000 emhleni hand's from the cap 
as the sounds of the next chapter of life is heard from 
around the corner. At this time, 1 find myself in a city 
called Life, drivinji dowti IVeam Boulevard — a street full 
I'f hopes and ^oals — with the 
understanding that if 1 wtirk hard 
enough, these fjoals will he reached.
Dream RiHilevard is a lonji street 
tilled with colorful lights, small 
mom-and'pop sti>res and cute hou- 
tique shops. All sorts of people can 
he seen walking pets. Families can 
been seen spendintj quality time 
toj’ether, and children are Flowing 
huhhles in the air as entrepreneurs 
open shop tor the first day. Toward 
the end of Dream Boulevard a huj>e 
pyramid named Made It 
Monumen” can he seen from any part of the city. At 
nitjht, the ed^es of the pyramid li i^ht up as people from 
afar tjape at the awesome sijjht.
Getting to Made It Monument is one of the hif’jjest 
challenjies in this city of Lite. Alonj» Dream Boulevard 
are many crt)ss streets and alleyways, which hrinfj 
temptation and setbacks to those who seek to reach 
Made It Monument. Streets such as Temptation 
Avenue, Blind Beauty Lane, and Lazy Drive have done 
damage to many followers wavering down the street of 
Dream Boulevard. Those who were sucked into the 
harsh reality of these streets are seen at nijjht in ragged 
clothes with drunken spirits as they share many stories 
of how they could have reached Made It Monument 
but never did because of certain circumstances. Those 
trapped in this reality are always reminded of past aspi­
rations as they glimpse the gUm-ing Made It 
Monument from afar, hut they find themselves in their 
reality of the alleyways, wondering when and where 
they will get their next meal. Many goal-seekers dabhie 
down the cross streets of Temptation Avenue, experi­
menting and tasting, but they learn quickly that their 
actions will lead them to trouble, and find themselves 
back on Dream Boulevard Signs like NOT A 
THROUGH STRF:KT or DEAD END are posted at 
the beginning of Tempt.ition Avenue, Blind Beauty 
L ine .ind L.izv IVive. Even though people read these 
MgiiN, many '.till gi> to test tlie waters and eventually 
find th.it the warning signs were true.
Those of you on your way to Made It Monument, stay 
fiKused and remeinK-r th.it we are equipix'd with 
knowledge, f.imily, friends, mentors, Govl, faith, 
strength, patience and determination. With the.si- 
virtues .ind sup|>ort, we will be challenged by battles 
•ilong the journey to the monument. Expect to be cut, 
bruised, scr.itched and tripped on the way, but I encour­
age you to stick a Band-Aid on it and get right back up. 
When you reach the monument, no one can take it 
away from you. The journey is yours to conquer. “1 have 
fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have 
kept the faith” —  2 Timothy 4:7.
On the sunniest day and in the dark and coldest 
night. Made It Monument can always be seen and 
reached in this city I call Life.
Dennis Johnson Jr. is a journalism senior.
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Spring means tapping into sun’s energy
Along with the changing seasons, from 
a cold winter to outdoor activity-friendly 
warm weather, springtime brings a chance 
to refresh on the inside. Outdoor colors, 
meanwhile, change from a water-deprived 
shade of hrown to bright green.
Green is a color that represents a 
renewal of the season. Following gray skies 
and cold weather are newly planted trees 
and the smell of fresh-cut grass.
It is a time of growth, where we witness 
the old being replaced with the new.
For many, .spring means straightening 
the clutter in our homes and throwing out 
those little things like old magazines, past 
bank statements or other minor signs of 
untidiness from our busy lives.
For me, the emergence of the sun 
impacts the changes 1 make in my daily 
activities.
I find myself taking breaks from what 
are deemed “important" tasks in order to 
read magazines outside, solely for the sake 
of basking in the warm, comforting sun­
light. It relaxes my muscles and sends me 
back to the daily grind with a sense of 
heightened optimism.
Along with pleasure, the practical quali­
ties of the sun in our everyday lives are 
endle.ss.
Solar power has the capability to supply 
a large proportion of our energy require­
ments.
The increased use of solar energy tech­
nologies can reduce pollutants in our envi­
ronment. Such eco-friendly devices already 
exist in a wide range of forms suitable for 
satisfying energy demands, and the Greeks
''Along with pleasure, the practical qualities o f the sun in our 
everyday lives are endless. Solar power has the capability to sup' 
ply a large proportion o f  our energy requirements.”
are one step ahead of the game.
On the island of Crete, in conjunction 
with efforts by Greenpeace to reduce the 
use of fossil fuels, the government is con­
structing what will he the world’s first 
power plant to run on solar energy. If this 
is successful, I am sure that the trend will 
follow to other parts of the world.
Aside from scientific benefits, holistic 
benefits also exist.
Originating in Egypt, “chakra” refers to 
each of the seven “centers” in our bodies 
that compose our energy system.
According to the belief, chakras use energy 
derived from the sun and function as 
pumps t>r valves, regulating the flt>w of 
energy throughout our KnJies.
We open and cl(»se these valves of our 
energy systems when we decide what to 
think and what to feel. They also help us 
chexise how wc filter inKirmation around 
us, and how we respond to cinaditions in 
our lives. For in.stance, if someone is sensi­
tive to the sun, that person may also he 
sensitive about issues of pow'er, control or 
freedom.
There are people who don’t believe that 
holLstic rituals of other cultures are true or 
even credible: others don’t, in practice, 
worship the sun.
We are, however, largely cognizant of 
the altered attitudes that come with the
changing seasons.This may have to do 
with the activities that the sun permits us 
to do. I have yet to meet someone who 
does not enjoy more opportunities to play 
and relax, especially after a cold winter 
consisting of mostly indoor activities.
And the future is looking good —  
weather reports have stated that the sum­
mer of 2000 will he an unusually hot one 
in many parts of the country. I say this is 
good news.
Christine Powell is a journalism senior and 
a Mustang Daily staff writer.
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By Christian von Troskow
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
It resembles a giant sheet 
stretched taut across a laundry line, 
except this is no sheet. It is more 
than 100 feet wide and more than 40 
feet tall. It is not cotton, polyester or 
even silk. It is marine wood painted 
white every five years. It is the 
Sunset l^rive-ln and this month it 
celebrates its 50th anniversary.
The Sunset Drive-In, liKated at 
255 Elks Lane, is among a dying 
breed. In the age where bigger is bet­
ter and technology continues its 
strangle-hold on the way we live our 
lives, the novelty of the drive-in 
theater has slowly faded away. In the 
height of their popularity during the 
’50s and ’60s, there were more than 
200 drive-ins in California. Today, 
that number is estimated at below 
50, and steadily declines as the years 
go by.
For the past 1 5 years, the Sunset 
l> ivc'ln  has been owned and oper­
ated by Larry Rodkey. He said he 
believes when the last drive-in is 
demolished in favor of a mall or 
housing complex, a tme piece of 
America’s past will be lost forever.
“It’s one piece of history that will 
never repeat itself,” Rodkey said. 
“You’ll never see anyone building 
these things again.”
The history of the drive-in dates 
back to the ’30s, before the advent 
of the boob tube. Credit is given to 
Richard M. Hollingshead, who 
began experimenting with projec­
tion by hanging sheets in his back­
yard for a screen. He even worked 
out the angles at which cars must be 
tilted for maximum viewing plea­
sure, and the much-needed privacy 
commonly associated with drive-ins.
Txlay, drive-ins are pretty similar 
to the one in Hollingshead’s back 
yard. The Sunset Drive-In sits on 12 
acres of land, much of which is dom­
inated by endle.vs comrows of con­
crete bumps. Posts with metal speak­
ers stand like tombstones every* 10 
feet. A small concession stand sits in 
the middle of a parking lot, selling 
the same Goobers and p<ipcorn 
Grandma used to eat with Grandpa. 
Even the price is relatively low, at $5 
a person. It’s not the quarter it might 
have cost your parents, but it’s cer­
tainly less than the $10 you’ll have 
to cough up at downtown cinemas. 
You won’t even have to battle with 
the guy next to you for elbow r<H>m. 
Just tilt the seat back, and problem 
solved.
The world of drive-in movie the­
aters is nothing to new to Rodkey. In 
May of 1950, when the theater was 
first built, Rodkey’s father, 
Raymond, was asked to manage the
giant screen. He did so until 1965, 
when he retired, but not bcK)re pass­
ing the love for the drive-in on to 
his son. Twenty years later, Rodkey 
owns and operates three drive-ins, 
with Sunset being his “baby.”
“This one is my favorite,” Rrxlkey 
said, referring to the Elks Lane the­
ater. “1 grew up around here and 
have some great memories from this 
place. This is home."
Despite the low cost of his drive- 
in compared to small-screen movie 
theaters, Rtxlkey said he has seen it 
all when it comes to getting in for 
free. He has caught pe»>ple trying to 
jump the fence, and once caught 
someone hiding in the trunk, even 
though prices at rhe time were by 
the car load.
“I’ve seen it all,” Rcxlkey .said 
with a chuckle. “It’s amazing what 
people will do."
The struggle to keep up with 
growing technology has even pushed 
drive-ins to step up their quality. 
Eight years ago, Rixlkey installed a 
radio signal so movie-goers aiuld 
enjoy the sound quality from their 
cars, instead of through the anti­
quated metal speaker boxes. Many 
drive-ins have also resorted to hold­
ing swap meets and other events to 
raise extra revenue. However,
see DRIVE-IN, page 8
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'Virgin Suicides'probes life's darkest aspects
By Adam Jarman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Josh Hartnett plays Trip Fontaine, the most popular guy in school, 
who chooses Lux, one of the Lisbon girls, as the object o f his affection. 
As one of the neighborhood admirers, he desires what he cannot touch.
The ;ifie ot ohlitiatory happy end­
ing's is over as thouf'h “and they lived 
happily ever after” has been erased 
from the Hollywood vocabulary. In 
the past year, we have seen movies 
such as “Arlington Road," “The 
Astronaut’s Wife” and “The Beach,” 
where the film di)esn’t leave the 
viewers satisfied with society.
Add to this list “The Virgin 
Suicides,” playing at the Palm 
Theatre. The film is proof that a 
happy-free ending may not leave you 
with a smile, hut sends you looking 
tor your own happiness, pleased you 
invested time in a less-than-glam- 
orous film.
The screenplay was written by 
Sofia Coppola, daughter of Francis 
Ford Coppola, based on jeffrey 
F.ugenides’ novel by the same name. 
.Additionally, “The Virgin Suicides” 
IS her directorial debut, causing crit­
ics who once panned her perfor­
mance in “Godfather V’ to recognize 
her talent as a director.
Set in the 1970s, “The Virgin 
Suicides” touches multiple themes of 
thaï era and today: morality, adoles­
cence, love, voyeurism and rebellion.
The story is half-focused around 
Lux Lisbon (Kirsten IXinst) and halt- 
tocu.sed around the entire troop of 
luscious Lisbon dames -  Lux, Therese 
(Leslie Hayman), Mary (A.J. Cook), 
Cecilia (Hanna Hall) and Bonnie 
(Chelsea Swam) -  and their collec­
tive quest to escape the expectations 
ot their straight-laced parents.
As expected, suicide plays a
‘All M y Sons’ brilliantly 
portrays dysfunctional fam ily
By Kirsten Orsini-Meinhard
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Skeletons in the closet every 
family has them. Whether it be 
divorce or death, betrayal or distrust, 
no t.imily history is complete without 
secrets hiding beneath the tranquility 
of everyday life. In a perfect world, 
the skeletons remain hidden. In the 
world ot the Keller family in “All My 
Sons,” the skeletons all jumped out ot 
the closet at the same time and heat 
the family until it was a pathetic 
shadow of Its former self.
In the grand tradition t>f Arthur 
Miller’s plays, everyday citizens living 
innocently and seemingly without 
problems are bombarded with an 
impossible amount of m»'ral dilemmas 
that must be solved before the play’s 
end. CJal Poly’s theatre department’s 
newest production, “All My Sons,” is 
no different.
LX’er a period of a d.iy and a half, 
“.All My Sons” traces the downfall of 
an .iverage Midwestern family, a fam­
ily th.it could be anyone’s next-door 
neighbor. L')n the surface, the Kellers 
have It ill: The father is a wealthy 
businessman, the son is next in line
for ownership, and the mother is a 
typical happy homemaker. Their 
sheltered life soon comes to an end, 
though, when their son Chris brings 
home the girlfriend of his dead broth­
er with the intent of marrying her.
At this point, the trauma that was 
simmering beneath the surface of this 
otherwise normal family bubbles over 
to create a gripping two-hour drama 
that throws the audience inti> the 
heart of a traditional American fami­
ly gone horribly wrong.
“All My Sons" is a shining exam­
ple of actors who have managed to 
identify with their characters. 
Graphic communication senior Brett 
Johnson commands the stage with his
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prominent role in the film. After 1 U 
year-old Cecilia takes her life, Lux 
leads herself and her sisters to discov­
er the social bliss of the 
Homecoming dance, hoping to find 
more'happiness than their younger 
sister ever did. The obstacle in the 
sisters’ way is their parents, played 
effectively by Kathleen Turner and 
James Wood.
Lux is the one who brings this dis­
covery to a close and causes the 
Lisbon parents to turn their suburban 
Michigan home into a lockup for
movie review
4 out of 4.
their daughters. The Lisbon parents, 
with their ultra-conservative lifestyle 
and ideals, make simple .scapegoats as 
life goes awry.
Together, the actors are a believ­
able family. Each member brings his 
or her talents to an ensemble perfor­
mance. This allows a verv familial 
quality to be brought to the screen.
bile there b enough chemistry to 
see love within the Lisbon family, a 
realistic aura of dissension is .ilso pre­
sent.
Witnessing the gradual physical 
and emotional demise (4 the entire 
Lisbon family is a collection of 
neighborhood on-lookers. The most 
significant of these is a group of boys 
spending their adolescence lusting 
after the blond, beautiful Lisbon girls 
through their binoculars and tele­
scopes.
The neighborhood voyeurism is 
often the only insight given to the 
viewers. This adds to the film a 
much-needed sense of poignant mys­
tery. When all is said and done, 
Coppola let’s you know what hap­
pened, but not how it happened. 
More than anything, the film’s end­
ing leaves you asking for the details 
that lead to the extreme conclusion.
There are many of these dramatic 
blanks to fill in; but their absence is 
what makes the film worth seeing. 
The viewers are allowed into the 
minds and psyche of each of the 
Lisbon girls, but not completely 
enough to truly understand their 
individual and collective misery.
“The Virgin Suicides” speaks 
about this quest tor understanding in 
a time when knowing the answers 
may not bring retribution.
A.ssisting us in understanding how 
things could go so wrong are Trip 
Fontaine (Josh Hartnett) and Hr. 
Horniker, the psychiatrist played by 
Dannv HeVito, who tries to add a 
voice (4 reason. Trip, the quintessen- 
ti.il “most popul.ir guv” in school, 
chooses Lux as the object (4 his affec­
tion. But, when he finallv has a firtn 
hold on Lux atui her devotion, he 
becomes vet another reason Lux can­
not find happiness.
“The Virgin Suicides” approaches 
a fascination with death promised in 
the title with a Quentin Tarantino- 
type blend of humor .ind morbidity. 
This bizarre combination makes 
“The Virgin Suicides” a mu.st-see.
performance as the multi-faceted, 
father figure character i4 joe Keller, 
johnstm portrays Keller’s old age 
almost flawlessly, while at the same 
time tackling an inner battle as he 
fights to save his family from destruc­
tion. Johnson brings the character 
through clearly defined stages of 
denial, guilt and finally, acceptance. 
Keller’s evolution from a proud fami­
ly man to a crumpled old man is 
shown explicitly in Johnson’s perfor­
mance.
His performance is matched only 
by that of theatre senior Lara Black 
who plays his wife, Kate Keller. Black 
draws a detailed picture for the audi-
see SONS page 8
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Graphic com­
munication 
senior Brett 
Johnson  
plays the 
father-figure 
character of 
i Joe Keller, with 
' theatre senior 
I Lara Black in 
\ the role of his 
wife, Kate 
I Keller. Acting as 
I lead characters 
I in the family 
drama, the two 
complement 
each other in 
equally 
compelling 
performances.
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It’s a good time 
to be a part of 
C al Poly campus
T he job market, especially for Cal Poly j»raduates, is fjood. The Springboard Job Fair, 
which has opportunities tor summer 
and co-op positions as well as career 
opportunities, is larger than ev'er 
before, and the variety ot companies 
and job opportunities is greater than 
ever before. The architecture section 
m the lobby has now expanded U) 33 
companies. Inside the auditorium 
there are companies t>r agencies rep­
resenting agriculture, business, engi­
neering, education, public relations, 
science, and more.
It’s a good time to be graduating, 
but also a good time to be continu­
ing at C'al Poly.
For those of you who will be leav­
ing the campus in June, take a 
moment to log on to the C.ireer 
Services homepage at www.career 
services.calpoly.edu. There you will 
find our N 98-W  Craduate Status 
Report, which provides detailed 
informatii'ti about the post-gr.idua- 
tion activity of last year’s graduates 
and your opportunity to complete an 
online survey for the 2000-2001 
report.
This report is used to provide 
information to applicants consider­
ing Cal Poly, for career counseling 
students who are already here, and 
to provide feedback to the university 
and to individual departments about 
the effectiveness of their programs. 
Your information and input is impor­
tant to us, so please take a few min­
utes to complete the survey. We 
want to know what you will be doing 
after graduation!
Fi>r those of you who will be con­
tinuing at Cal Poly, Career Services 
has new programs and services avail­
able to you. A change already in 
place is the new “Fast-Track Login.” 
By using this option, you can gain 
access to all the job listings - sum­
mer, seasonal, and career - on Web 
Walk-Up. Check it out today. You 
don’t have to upload your r^sum  ^ to 
view the job listings and contacts, 
and you will he amazed at the num­
ber and variety of job listings for all 
fields and all majors.
However, “Fast-Track Login” does 
not allow access to the popular cam­
pus interview program, which is 
available for graduating students 
between October and April. To 
encourage your “full-privilege” regis­
tration, we will he distributing at 
least five (maybe more; we are work­
ing on it) $1(X) gift certificates to El 
Corral Bookstore. Winners will be 
selected from among the graduating 
students who have resubmitted or 
first-time registered on Web Walk- 
Up between June 16 and October 
16, 2(XX). Be ready for next year’s
see BURRELL, page C-9
Make the most out o f the
Springboard Job Fair
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By Carolyn Thomas
MUSTANG DAILY
If you’ve noticed students walk­
ing around in ties and suits today, 
it’s probably because of the 
Springboard job Fair going on in 
Churnash Auditorium.
This is the third major job fair at 
Cal Poly this year. Many compa­
nies representing a variety of indus­
tries are on campus to interact with 
students and answer questions.
A job fair is an excellent oppor­
tunity for Cal Poly students to get 
information about career opportu­
nities, including internships, co­
ops or full-time job openings.
Before going to the fair, there are 
a tew important things to keep in 
mind. Be sure to know why you are 
going. Learn about the products, 
services and employment needs of 
participating comp.inies.
.■\n easy wav to do this is simple 
research on the Internet. Many ot 
the companiCN at the tair have 
links from Cal Poly’s C^ iareer 
Services web page. Or you can go 
to Room 117 ot the C'areer 
Resource Center to tind out more.
see JOB FAIR, page C-12
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Last quarter's Career Symposium 
was a chance for Cal Poly stu­
dents to meet hundreds of com­
panies from a variety of indus­
tries. This quarter, there's even 
more. Today's Springboard Job 
Fair is in Churnash Auditorium.
Step-by-step: Make the m ost of today's Springbo ard  Jo b  Fair
♦  Prepare for the ♦  Dress appropri- ♦  Prepare a short ♦  Have questions
Job Fair by doing ately.Wear business in troductory state- ready for the com-
some quick research attire and bring a ment so you can pany representa-
on the companies well-prepared strike up a conversa- tives; they'll know
you're interested in. r^sum^. tion. you're interested.
How to dress 
for success
Follow these suggestions 
to nail (down the perfect job
By Kate Dugas
MUSTANG DAILY
Job searches 
always need 
good résumés
By Carolyn Thomas
MUSTANG DAILY
It’s time to start interviewing for a career or sum­
mer internship. That means you have to know how 
to dress appropriately.
While résumés and contacts are important 
aspects of any job search, the first impression can 
make or break your future with a company.
Ann’s, a ItKal boutique, has great advice for stu­
dents looking to find the perfect interview outfit. 
For a first interview, you should “dress conserva­
tively —  black is ideal,” said Pam Parker, an 
employee of Ann’s.
Parker recommends navy for spring and summer, 
but you can never go wrong with basic black.
Avoid loud, busy patterns and keep jewelry to a 
minimum - you want to be remembered for your 
skills and abilities, not your outfit.
In some situations, a company might ask a candi­
date to dress informally. If business casual is request­
ed, you might do some research and find out how 
the majority of the company’s employees dress.
Regardless of the company culture, a classic, 
basic l(X)k is best for first interviews and new hires.
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
Knowing how to dress appropriately can 
make a big difference during your job  hunt. 
Stay with the basics, and know what your 
interviewers will be wearing.
Whatever style you choose, make sure you are 
comfortable in it. You don’t want to be .straighten­
ing and adjusting shoes that are tœ  tight or pants 
that are tcxi loose in front of the interviewer.
The main thing is that you are well gnximed, 
Parker said.
Preparing an effective résumé is essential when 
Uxiking for a job.
Your résumé should he a fiKused summary of 
your qualifications, skills and background. It should 
include everything you have to offer a potential 
employer. Many times, your résumé is the only 
thing an office l(xiks at before asking you for an 
interview. It is an accomplishment-oriented diKu- 
ment and should not be taken lightly.
Wliile your résumé should include a lot of infor­
mation aK)ut you, it should only include that infor­
mation which is applicable to the job you desire.
“You résumé is job-specific, and you .should 
include your related experience,” said Charlotte 
Rinaldi-Zuniga, a Career Counselor at Cal Poly’s 
Career Services.
You .should always include contact information 
on your résumé, including your name and current 
addre.ss and phone number. You may also include 
an e-mail address if you use one frequently.
see RÉSUMÉ, page C-12
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Cal Poly grads have an 
impressive track  record
"V
lortunities abound 
tor former students
By Nick McClure
MUSTANG DAILY
Since we left pre-school, we have faced life 
changes every tour years or so. First, we are 
faced with the transition into kinderjjiarten. As 
it this isn’t traumatic enough, just when we ^et 
used to the hells and havinji to sit most ot the 
day away, fourth grade hits and we are plopped 
into lunchtime with the hig kids.
Then we take the journey from sixth grade to 
junior high school, and then quickly to high 
school, to he faced, tour years later, with what we 
feel will he the mo.st important decision ot our 
lives; where to .ittend college. But, once we are 
here, we basic.illy have the whole schixil routine 
dialed in, so it we c.in keep up with our studies 
(right) everything n just tine. But then our tour 
(sometime-' >ix or seven) ye.irs slide hy and we 
ire struck with .1 new re.ility, the working world.
But there’s gooil news, 'OC'hile we were dili­
gently grindmg aw.iy .it the beast, which is the 
C^ il Poly qu.irter system, our prt>tessors and 
.idministrati('n h.ive secretly been turning us 
into industry-savvy stuJent>.
.•\lthough tew of Us ,ire .iw ire ot the qu.ility ot 
u-.il-world skills we ,K\|uire .it till Poly, iiidustr> 
does, .ind It Is more than willing to exploit this 
knowledge by giv ing us some ot the greatest job 
I'pjsortunities in the market.
Stories ot successful C.il Poly alumni are in 
.ihundance .it the Clil Poly Career Services 
t'enter. Susyn Nortmngton, a math graduate, 
was hired hy Fair Isaac, a company th.it devel-
“ / /  you survived Cal Poly, you 
know how to manage your time. 
The education we receive is prac' 
tical and hands^oti. ”
James Martin
CEO of Berten USA Inc. 
and Cal Poly graduate
ops systems to measure the risks involved in 
granting credit or insurance to different types ot 
people.
“The hardest part ot graduating was trying to 
figure out what 1 wanted to Jo ,’’ Normington 
said.
However, once she made her choice she 
believed she had a .smooth transition from 
.school to work.
And ot cour.se, there’s that lingering question 
of money. Normington says her job pays well 
enough tv) keep her financially .stable.
The diversity we acquite from Cal Poly’s edu­
cational system makes us a more versatile group 
of graduates. Where some may graduate .is engi­
neers and quickly find themselves in a position 
as such, some ot thv)se s.ime graduates will 
undoubtedly end up as business entrepreneurs.
lames Martin, CEO ot Bc-rten USA Inc., 
graduated with a Masters in Industrial 
Engineering and an MBA. Although he began 
his career with the engineering industr\’ in the 
Silicon Valley, within a tew years he found him­
self signing on as CEO ot Berten USA Inc.
“It you survived Cal Poly, you know how to 
manage yvnir time,” Martin said. “The educa­
tion we receive is practical and hands-on."
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Employers give Cal Poly graduates some of the hottest job opportunities on the market. 
You can visit booths like this one —  from high-tech businesses to just about anything you 
would ever want to do —  today at the Springboard Job Fair in Chumash Auditorium.
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Team Leaders-ln-Training
(S to re  M anagem ent)
We're hiring at Mervyn's 
California. We’ll be on 
campus recruiting 
for these positions. 
Visit our booth at 
the Career Fair.
Stop by our booth to 
sign up for interviews.
For m ore career op p o rtu n itie s  
v is it  us a t m ervyns.com
1 f  O r  pn / a
We rv pi0 1(1 to hf- a ilnig frpp - c^'lFplavPiv .in t-qual opportunity employer.
Detign A Brighler Future
be qI  the Springboard Job fair on 
%  18. Drop by our toble to find out more 
oboul our entry-level architectural and interior 
design positiont in lot Angelet and Irvine, 
[ontider joining our team to get your future 
underway.
wwwholc.com
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ANC
ANC has been in business tor 
over 32 years, providinji Interference 
Cancellation Systems (ICS), anten­
nas, and state-of-the-art microwave 
components. Our continued success 
in the military market has now 
expanded into the commercial wire­
less market and has created opportu­
nities this summer for a few summer 
pr)sitions and a career position as 
well. See ttur ad in this issue and 
check us out today at the fair.
Alantro
Communications
Alantro Communications, an 
established semiconductor company, 
was founded in Santa Rosa in 1997. 
Alantro Communications is currently 
developing extremely efficient, IEEE 
802.11 compliant, wireless LAN 
technology with advanced perfor­
mance and high speed capabilities.
Berten USA Inc.
Berten USA Inc., a valuation cor- 
ptiration in San Luis Obispo, rect)g- 
nizes the need to quantify the value 
ot Ci)mpany employees in today’s 
business world as it surges deeply 
into an information- and knowledge- 
based age. Berten is using a new 
accounting model to develop iniuiv- 
ative, financial-assessment stiftware 
tools that help accurately manage a 
company’s growth and development.
Career Services
There’s something for everyone at 
Career Services. Students can 
research careers, colleges and 
employers through an extensive list 
of resources. 756-2501 
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
Crosby Mead 
Benton & Associates
Crosby Mead Benton &
AssiKiates is an established engi­
neering firm. Their mission includes 
solving engineering, planning, and 
expansion challenges on a broad 
range of project types. Throughout 
Southern California and the western 
states, Crosby Mead Benton &. 
AsstKiates has served on projects of 
significant notoriety requiring a wide 
scope of services related to planning, 
engineering, and construction. 
LiKations in Santa Ana, Encino, 
Carlsbad, and Temecula. Come meet 
a recruiter from Crosby Mead 
Benton &  AsstKiates trxlay at Cal 
Poly’s Springbciard Job Fair. For ques­
tions, contact Fred Cunningham at 
(818) 343-5384 or e-mail fcunning- 
ham@cmh-asstx.com
Den-Mat
Lixiking for a marketing or sales 
opportunity? Look no further than 
Den-Mat Ctirporation. Offering 
opportunities in both the retail and 
dental industries, Den-Mat is accept­
ing r^sum^s for Marketing Asstxiate 
and Account Executive. These ptisi- 
tions are great for creative, talented, 
and highly motivated individuals. 
l^en-Mat offers a generous 401 (k) 
plan, health insurance, and other 
benefits. Stop by the Den-Mat table 
at the Chumash Auditorium and 
start your career on the right foot.
Exar
Exar Corp. is a leader in analog 
and mixed-signal integrated circuits 
and is seeking Cal Poly students to 
fill career. Co-op and internship
Advertising
D i r e c t o r y
Use this directory to learn about 
the companies at today’s job fair.
positions. Exar Corp. is an innova­
tive company that offers competitive 
wages and excellent benefits.
Flextronics
International
Flextronics International is a lead­
ing provider of flexibility and speed 
in Electronic Manufacturing Services 
to Original Equipment. With global 
operations, Flextronics gives its cus­
tomers an extremely high degree of 
flexibility in their operations 
through its ability to provide volume 
scalability, mass customization, 
reduced time to market and 
enhanced supply chain and logistical 
efficiencies. In today’s economy, the 
Internet and globalization are dri­
ving changes that require businesses 
to be faster and more responsive 
than ever before. Flextronics pro­
vides customers with the operational 
flexibility necessary to maintain a 
competitive edge and react to mar­
ket changes seamlessly. Flextronics 
has created a global resource of one- 
stop, full-service ofxrations to 
design, manufacture, integrate and 
distribute customer products interna­
tionally. By strategically positioning 
itself in every major market, 
Flextronics enables OEM customers 
to reduce money on manufacturing 
and reduce transportatitm ctists 
while increasing their ability to 
reach end customers worldwide.
GoTo.com
We’re a hard working, hard-play­
ing team of all-stars who thrive on 
working at a pioneering Internet 
company —  and we’re always look­
ing for new faces to join us. If you 
think it sounds exciting to work for a 
leading Internet company that has 
changed the way business is done on 
the web, you’ve come to the right 
place. We’ve got excellent benefits, 
stcxk options, and even a workout 
and game room! It’s all part of the 
deal. Positions available in Business 
[development. Finance, Marketing, 
Sales and Service, and Technology. 
So if you’re looking for a fulfilling 
career in a fun, motivating environ­
ment, GoTo is the place for you.
Stop by our table at the SpringK>ard 
Job Fair or visit our website at 
www.goto.com.
Harding Lawson 
Associates
Harding Lawson Asstxiates (HLA) 
provides a broad range of infrastruc- 
ture/environmental engineering and 
construction services to private-sector 
industrial and public-sector govern­
ment clients. HLA’s guiding princi­
ples define our culture as a company 
and establish a basis for developing
our goals and strategies. Our guiding 
principles have been restated many 
times over the years by several gener­
ations t)f the firm’s management and 
staff, but their essence remains the 
same. Recognizing the challenges our 
clients face today, we view technical 
competence and quality as only the 
beginning of what we provide. At 
HLA, we add value to »uir clients’ 
projects through an unusually pniac- 
tive approach and innovative prob­
lem-solving. We serve our clients not 
only as a consultant, but as a business 
partner and advocate. HLA has posi­
tions open in Novato and the Bay 
Area - come see them at the job fair.
Hellmuth, Obata 
& Kassabaum Inc.
The reason HOK exists —  the 
purpose of our entire organization 
and effort —  is to create the finest 
places for people. Established by 
three principals and 26 employees in 
1955, Hellmuth, Ohata 
Kassabaum Inc. is now one of the 
world’s leading architecture, engi­
neering, interiors and planning firms. 
HOK has more than 2,000 employ­
ees in more than 25 offices world­
wide. We are problem solvers, 
designing environments to help our 
clients achieve their objectives. At 
the same time, we recognize that our 
designs must go beyond pure func­
tion —  they must enrich people’s 
lives in a positive and meaningful 
way. HOK’s mission is to attract and 
retain skilled, talented and motivat­
ed people in the right place at the 
right time. HOK is an equal oppor­
tunity employer.
ITT Industries
Since 1959, ITT  Systems, a divi­
sion of ITT Industries, has been 
Range Technical Services 
Contractor for the Western Range at 
Vandenberg Air Force Base. This 
could he an ideal spot for launching 
your career. We are seeking entry- 
level and experienced engineers, 
analysts and programmers.
Lockheed Martin
Ltxkheed Martin is one of the 
world’s leading diversified technolo­
gy companies. We research, design, 
develop, manufacture and integrate 
advanced technology systems, prod­
ucts, and services for government 
and commercial customers around 
the world. Business areas span aero­
nautics, space, systems integration, 
and technology services. Our vision 
is simple: To be the world’s leading 
technology and systems enterprise. 
We aim to provide the best value to 
our customers, growth opportunities 
to our employees, and superior
returns to our sttxkholders. Our mis­
sion is success, and we’ll continue to 
set the global tone for technological 
advances well into the next century. 
LcKkheed Martin’s technological 
innovations defined the world from 
the depths of the txean to the far 
reaches of space and our opportuni­
ties span the world of technology 
from information technology to 
aeronautics, space, energy and sys­
tems integratii)n. If you are looking 
for a career that offers challenging, 
diverse opportunities and the possi­
bility of creating the scientific and 
technological breakthroughs of the 
21st Century, then explore the possi­
bilities. At Lockheed Martin, you 
can create the future. Visit us at 
www.lmco.com.
MBH Architects
MBH Architects, located in 
Alameda, was named among the 100 
fastest-growing companies, and the 
seventh largest architectural firm in 
the Bay Area by San Francisco 
Business Times. MBH Architects is 
accepting risumis for the pxisitions 
of CAD Drafters, Job Captains, 
Project Managers, and Project 
[designers with various levels of 
experience. These positions are 
available at the Alameda, Newport 
Beach and Las Vegas offices. For 
more details on available positions 
please refer to www.mbharch.com 
For immediate consideratiim, please 
forward your resume to Pamela 
Peterson (fax (510) 865-1611) or e- 
mail pamela@mbharch.ci>m.
Mervyn's
Lmiking for an opportunity to 
work with great people in an ener­
getic environment? Want to join a 
company with a long-standing com­
mitment to community ser\’ice? 
Ready to apply your leadership, com­
munication skills, savvy and creativi­
ty in a rewarding environment? 
Come visit Mervyn’s California at 
the Career Symposium. We operate 
more than 250 stores in 14 states, 
and have annual revenues of over $4 
billion. We’re part of the Target 
Corp., the fourth largest general- 
merchandise retailer in the United 
States with annual revenues exceed­
ing $25 billion. We hxus on people. 
A job you love, and money in your 
ptKket —  two good reasons to come 
to work every day. At Mervyn’s 
California, there’s a third: great ben­
efits. We believe the right benefits 
can make your life healthier and 
simpler. The Mervyn’s California 
team is diverse and multi-talented. 
Being part of our team means having 
the freedom to be different, express 
your own ideas and maximize your 
abilities.
Moffatt and Nichol
Moffatt and Nichol Engineers is 
an internationally recognized ports 
and harbor design and planning 
company that is looking h)r Cal Poly 
students to participate in challenging 
shoreline evolution and protection 
projects around the world.
NTD Architects
As a leader in the design of 
healthcare, institutional and educa­
tional facilities, NTD Architects has 
over 40 years of experience across the 
state of California. If you’re interest­
ed in meeting us and learning more 
about NTD Architects, plea.se join us 
at today’s Springboard job Fair.
Ropak
Ropak Corporation is a leading 
North American manufacturer of 
plastic packaging and materials-han- 
dling products. With its tradition ot 
quality and innovation, which began 
in the early 1960s, Ropak’s founders 
were among those who were respt)ii- 
sible for the development of the first 
all-plastic shipping container. We 
are now seeking dynamic individuals 
to join Ropak and cimtinue ti> make 
significant contributions in the plas­
tic packaging industry. It you are 
looking for a career opportunity in 
which you can make an immediate 
impact and have tun as well, visit 
our company representatives at the 
Springboard Job Fair. Business 
(Industrial Technology, Packaging, 
Marketing) ¿k Agriculture (Food 
Science) majors are encouraged to 
meet with us.
Special Technologies
Establi.shed in 1986, the Special 
TechnoKigies Laboratory is part of 
the Nevada-centered complex of 
facilities owned by the U.S. 
(department of Energy. We welcome 
students who are graduated or are 
studying engineering, computer sci­
ence, physics or chemistry.
Systems Engineering 
& Analysis
SEA is a l\*partment of (defease 
contractor that .specializes in Systems 
Engineering, Modeling <Si Simulation, 
Joint Test and Evaluation Suppxirt,
Air Weapons Survivability Analysis 
and Support, and Oatabase and 
Information Systems. Current cus­
tomers include: the Naval Air 
Warfare Center - Weapons [division; 
the Naval Air Systems Q^mmand; 
the t^ ic e  of the Secretary of 
[defense; the National Ground 
Intelligence Center; the Office of 
Naval Intelligence; the Joint 
Technical C(x>rdinating Group 
(Aircraft Survivability); and the 
Federal Aviation Administration. 
Commercial customers include: EFW, 
Inc.; Advanced Navigation and 
Positioning Girptiratitm; Ramjet,
Inc.; and Boeing lnformatit>n 
Systems. SEA is a division of SRS 
Technologies, Inc. (www.srs.com)
SEA is actively seeking recent and 
upcoming graduates with degrees in 
Engineering, Math, Physics, or 
G)mputer Sciences for career and 
CO-OP positions.
San Jose Construction 
Company Inc.
San Jo.se Construction Company 
Inc. is a full-service general contrac­
tor ranked as one of Santa Clara and 
Monterey County’s leading commer-
see DIRECTORY, page C-11
Connect with 
1(NA Technologies
a growing company with 
PhK-lPO opportunities!
Commercial Internet access is one of the fastest, most exciting 
growth areas today. Here’s your chance to get in on it in a major 
way. Based in Fremont in the heart of Silicon Valley, VINA 
Technologies was created to develop, manufacture, market and 
service equipment to help small- and medium-sized businesses 
connect to high-speed networks. Now, we’d like to connect with 
you in one of these entry-level opportunities;
• SOFTW ARE ENGINEERS
• SYSTEMS TEST  
ENGINEERS
• HARDWARE ENGINEERS
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT  
ENGINEERS
We offer an excellent compensation structure and a highly 
competitive set of benefits, including pre-IPO stock options, 3 
weeks paid time off, medical (HMO, EPO, PPO), dental, vision, 
life, and disability insurance, 401k, tuition reimbursement, 
health club membership, holiday shopping day, dressed-down 
work atmosphere, flexible hours and much, much more!
For all the details, visit our website at www.vina-tech.com. 
Then send your resume, indicating position of interest, to VINA 
Technologies, Human Resources, 42709 Lawrence Place, 
Fremont, CA 94538, fax it to (510) 492-0808, or email to 
jobs@vinatech.com. We are an equal opportunity employer.
See us at the Cal Poly Springboard Job Fair!
VIIMA
TECHNOLOGIES
Integrated Access Solutions
F i .F X  I R O N  IC S  
In  rF .R N A TTO N A l
Flextronics International is a thriving leader in the 
electronics manufacturing industry. Our innovative 
engineering, advanced electronics and logistical services 
enhance the technology of industry-leading original 
equipment manufacturers (OEM) worldwide. If you have 
the energy and drive to join a fast-growing team 
recognized by Forbes and Business Week as a "Top 100" 
company, we're looking for key players to succeed and 
grow with us!
Programmer/Systems Analyst (Entry)
Web based development
EDI development
Decision support development
Telecom Engineer (Entry)
Cost and utilization analysis 
Supplier relations
Contact Information: 
Bud Kreuzer 
Flextronics International 
2090 Fortune Drive, Bldg. 8 
San Jose, CA 95131 
bud.kreuzer(gflextronics.com 
408-576-7449
Come by our booth and hear about many other 
opportunities with Flextronics! Flextronics is an EOE.
www.flextronics.com
G o t a  C a r e e r ?
CROSBY 
MEAD 
BENTON
. . .  . . ...............  ¡AASSOCIATES
Crosby M ead Benton (¿r Associates is an established
engineering firm. Our mission includes solving
engineering, planning, and expansion challenges on a broad
range of project types. Throughout Southern California and the Western
States, we have served on projects of significant notoriety requiring a
wide scope of services related to planning, engineering, and construction.
Locations in Santa Ana, Encino, Carlsbad, and Temecula.
C'ome meet a recruiter from Crosby M ead Benton ^A ssociates  
today in Cal Polv's Chumash Auditorium.
For questions, contact Fred Cunningham (8 1 8 ) 3 4 3 -5 3 8 4  
fcunningham(^cmb-assoc.com
W i i s
“ c a r e e r
w
on
to go!
At Ropak Corporation, one of North America’s leading manu­
facturers of plastic packaging and materials handling products, you can 
join us in our rapid expansion. Companies large and small are turning to 
Ropak tor the highest quality containers and materials handling products 
used in agriculture, fishing, and dairy/food processing as well as in the 
chemical, automotive, paint and petroleum industries.
Ropak has an outstanding reputation for supporting and developing 
employees through training programs that assure a better future. With 
locations in Orange County, California. Seattle, Dallas, Atlanta. Chicago, 
New Jersey, Kentucky and Canada, we are seeing dynamic individuals 
majoring in Business (Industnal Technology, Packaging, Marketing) & 
Agriculture (Food Science). Tremendous careeropportunitiesare here for 
you! Visit our company representatives at the Springboard Job Fair. 
We are seeking dynamic individuals for the following:
• Management Trainees
• Industrial Sales Reps
• Assistant Product Manager (Marketing)
• Marketing Summer Intern
A very competitive compensation and benefits package is offered, 
commensurate with experience. Please send your resume and salary 
history in confidence to;
Ropak Corp., 660 S. State College Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92831; 
Job Code: JF-SLO, Attn; College Relations Dept., Fax: (714) 992- 
7963, e-mail: Jobs@ropakcorp.com. EOE
ROPAK
CORPORATION
\  McmlMT o f ihv l.in p ac C rou p  o f C om panies
Scientists, Chemists, 
, / Civil Engineers, 
Botanists...
Come Join our Team
Harijing Lawson Associates (HLA) provides a broad 
range of infrastructure/environmental engineering and 
construction services to private sector industrial 
and public sector government clients.
HLA operates through a network of 40 offices 
nationwide, and employs over 1,200 staff members.
Recognizing the challenges our clients face today,
HLA views technical competence and quality as only 
the beginning of what we provide. At HLA, we add 
value to our clients' projects through an unusually 
proactive approach and innovative problem-solving. 
Whatever the scope of an assignment, we look to our 
clients' broader goals, working to provide solutions that 
meet business management objectives, save money, 
and improve business operations. We serve our clients 
not only as a consultant, but as a business partner 
and advocate.
Bring your resume by our booth at the Career Fair 9 am -> 1 pm
Special Technologies Laboratory
• Santa Barbara, California
Join a team of highly motivated engineers and scientists 
at the Special Technologies Laboratory in Santa Barbara! 
Be an integral part of a laboratory that specializes 
in special-purpose devices, measurement instruments, 
and analysis methods tailored to the needs of our 
customers.
Among STL’s projects are Radiological Sensors and 
Instruments, Radar Systems, Photonics Sensors, 
Communication Systems, Radiation Diagnostics, 
Visualization and Imaging Systems, Computer Data 
Analysis and Instrument Control.
We welcome students who are recently graduated in the 
areas of Electrical Engineering, Computer Science,
Physics or Physical Chemistry. We also welcome students 
currently enrolled in these areas and are looking for 
employment for the summer.
Established in 1986, the Special Technologies Laboratory 
is part of the Nevada-centered complex of facilities 
(Bechtel Nevada) owned by the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE).
Send resume to: Special Technologies Laboratory,
Attn: Nicole Ritchie, 5520 Ekwill St., Ste. B, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93111; fax 805.681.2498; or e-mail 
ritchinj@nv.doe.gov. U.S. Citizenship is required for 
summer employees, as well as ability to obtain a security 
clearance and pre-employment drug screen for all 
permanent employees. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Bechtel Nevada
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RESUME
continued from page C-1
Some people include an objective on their resume. 
This is optional, because your ^oals should typically be 
included in a cover letter.
Your resume sht)uld alst) have a brief backtjround of 
your education, including your degree and when you 
received it, the name of the university which granted your 
degree, and your grade pt)int average if it is a 5.0 or high­
er. Listing other schools or colleges you attended is usual­
ly not necessary, unless you went to a school specifically 
designed for people in your field.
The biggest portion of your resume should include your 
experience. This section should list previous positions, 
internships, cooperative education positions, senior pro­
ject experience, enterprise projects, labs, and extracurric­
ular leadership positions. Be sure to include dates, 
employers, locations, position title and short descriptions. 
Stress accomplishments, variety of duties performed, and 
progressive increases in responsibility.
Depending on your field, you may also include a special 
section on your resume for professional honors and affili­
ations, knowledge of computer software, technical skills, 
foreign languages or awards.
Some choose to include references on their resume. 
This is not always necessary unless you have extra space 
to fill. Rinaldi-Zuniga recommends references be added 
on a separate page. The cover letter, resume and reference 
page should all have the same letterhead.
Now that you know what information to include in 
your resume, you may think it sounds like a lot. So, how 
dt) you include so much inh)rmation and at the same time 
make it easy to read?
“By being focused. By knowing the job you’re applying 
for and know'ing what you have that matters to the com­
pany,” Rinaldi-Zuniga said.
It is fairly easy to know what to include in your resume. 
The basic information is usually pretty standard. The hard 
part is often knowing what your resume should look like.
Some people choose to make their resume stand out 
with a creative design. Some employers are impressed by 
creative-looking resumes, but it is most important for your
Writing an effective resume
Career Services has lots of tips for job search­
es. Use these suggestions to polish your resume 
and nail down that perfect job or internship.
♦ Make it brief and easy to read.
♦ Use concise action phrases rather than com­
plete sentences.
♦ Avoid using personal pronouns.
♦ Use well-organized headings and a presenta­
tion that encourages the reader's attention.
♦ Use bold-face type, italic type or capitalization 
selectively to highlight important aspects.
♦ Balance use of blank space and margins.
♦ Have your rough draft critiqued by a career 
counselor.
♦ Have perfect spelling, typing and grammar.
♦ Use just one (preferable) or two pages at the 
most.
♦ Use a laser printer and print on one side only.
♦ Duplicate it on quality paper in off-white, 
beige or gray.
There's lots more information online at 
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu.
Career Services can also be reach by phone at 
756-2501. Or you can stop by the newly remod­
eled Career Resource Center in Building 124, 
across from Mustang Stadium.
resume to look good ... even if it does look similar to 
everyone else’s.
“It really does depend on your field,” Rinaldi-Zuniga 
said. “Check with the career counselor in your field.”
For other helpful tips, visit Career Services’ web page at 
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu.
Are you the best 
of the best?
If so, then join us.
We hire the ¿?est for our work 
in wireless data communications.
J t '
*  4á
% s4
We oflFer pre-IPO  
stock options!
%
'M
l 4 l  Stony Circle, Suite 2 1 0  
Santa Rosa, CA 95 4 0 1  
7 0 7 -5 2 1 -3 0 6 0 , 7 0 7 -5 2 1 -3 0 6 6  
e-mail: jobs(^alantro.com
Alantro Communications is an equal 
opportunity employer.
Alantro
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
We are looking for:
• Applications Engineers
• ASIC/Digital Design Engineers
• Communications Systems 
Design Engineers
• Digital and Mixed-Signal ASIC 
Production Engineers
• Digital and Mixed-Signal ASIC 
Test Engineers
• Director of Software Engineering
• Product Marketing Managers
• Product/Test Engineers
• Senior Analog Engineers
• Software Design Engineering
\ o ^  ^
tVve
E ng inee rs /S W  E n g in e e rs /P ro g ra m m e rs /A n a lys ts
Central Coast
Since 1959, ITT Systems, a Division of ITT Industries has been 
Range Technical Services Contractor for the Western Range at 
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) in Northern Santa Barbara 
County. ITT Systems supports VAFB's mission to manage and 
support space lift operations, support flight tests of the nation's 
intercontinental ballistic missile force and operate the Western 
Range network, a geographic region consisting of 
instrumentation sites along the California coast and extending 
downrange in the Hawaiian Islands, for use by the U.S. 
Government and commercial launch firms operating from 
Vandenberg with space, missile, and aeronautical vehicles.
This could be an ideal spot for launching your career
We are seeking entry level and experienced 
Engineers/Analysts/Programmers with technical degrees at all 
levels in the following disciplines:
BS/M S/PhD
C o m p u te r S cience , E ng inee ring , M ath, P h ys ics , 
A e ro spa ce  E n g in e e rin g .
ITT Systems employs world-class professionals who are 
committed to reliable, top quality services and engineering. 
Whether we are helping provide more intelligent defense 
systems, more durable communications networks or more 
dependable services, everyone at ITT Industries is proud of our 
41-year heritage at Vandenberg as a leader in engineering and 
services. We share a rich history and a promising future.
We re ITT Systems, and when we build something, it is truly 
"Engineered for Life."
Selected applicant will be subject to a Security Investigation and 
must meet eligibility requirements for access to classified 
information. US citizenship required.
Send resume to ITT Systems, P.O. Box 5728 (1510), 
Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437; fax to (805) 734-4120; or email to 
]moffitt@fscnet. vafb.af.mil.
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DA/
ITT Industries, System s Division
P. O. Box 5728 
Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437
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-ooking for a job?
On-campus help is easy to find
Bv Jo an  GanOUS w.n .^ Carct-r Service'' Iras handouts It voii w.int to sit dinvn and ta
¡n NetvcApp; Job« & Inteliiipu*s
y nous
CAREER SERVICES _
Whether you’re lookiin; tor a sum­
mer joh, a co-iip, or career position, 
joh huntinj;' takes time and tlie l\tsics: 
re.Mimes, cover letters, application 
torms, and interviews.
You can tier all the help you need at 
C'areer Services throutih a variety ot
ways. Ca eer Service"' has handouts 
that explain k>ts ot thinj s^ that are 
impi)itant to know hetore you start 
your career.
They also have drop-in hours from 
1-4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Ot 
course, their website at www.career 
services.calpoly.edu is available 24 
hours a day, seven days a week.
As a leader in the design of healthcare, institutional 
and educational facilities, NTD Architects has over 40  
years of experience across the State of California. 
Throughout our history, NTD has developed Key design 
concepts that contribute to the community as well as 
address the tong term needs of our clients.
Interested In meeting us and learning 
more about NTD Architects?
Please join us at the 
Springboard Job Fair 
May 18, 2000
NTD Architects affords you the opportunity to bulid 
on your Cal Poly experience by working in a studio 
structure on projects of all types and sizes with 
other professionals committed to design excellence 
and superb client service.
N T D
A R C H I T E C T S
With Offices in 
Autxjrn, Glendora 
and San Dieejo
It you w.mt ro sit dow  ;md t;ilk, 
m.ikv .III appointment with a career 
coun.Nelor at the front counter or by 
calling 756-2501.
It’s definitely not too late to find a 
summer joh —  Clareer Services is 
adding joh announcements to Web 
Walk-Up every day and expects this 
to continue inti) early summer quar­
ter. Web W'alk-Up is Career Services’ 
on-line interview and joh listing sys­
tem. Go online and check it out.
Web Walk-Up has also been 
improved this quarter with the addi­
tion ot "Fast-Track Login," which
j  y  f  T V
C ijrv .« '!  H-f •• r i ' í í 'h
*• -i 1
Pr irif Sv<.i>r«(y •>tH.*p
Loc [^ **1 tlp 'jly  «fiu / .lot 1  «.h - jo b *  htii.
- on,- : .
MSIlWMfcoUp
i u r
allows instant access to joh listings, 
including cotnpany contact names 
and addresses.
WebliAssociates
T he e -bu siness  co m p iin y .'"
Cutting Ktlgc Internet Company Located in Sl.O
lixeiting ('areer (irowth and FUN Required, (iot Your Attention?
We are an emerging leader in the high growth market 
of online Caistomer Relationship Management.
You can see what we're all about, find out about our expanding 
client base (like Apple, HP and Lucent) and check out all our 
current career opportunities at weba.s.sociates.com 
Below are some o f our exciting new positions:
Senior System.s/ Network Administrator 
System/ Network Administrator 
Creative Director 
Web Flngineer/ Developer 
H TM L Specialist
Paid Technical and HR Internships Available
If you arc ready for this level o f challenge, 
send your resume to 
resume^webassociates.com 
Attn: CPS 18 or fax us at (80S) 781-2991 today!
We offer an attractive compensation package 
including pre-lCTP stock options, bonuses 
and medical/dental insurance. Plus we have lots of fun!
We are an equal opportunity employer and welcome diversity.
Sr
■ i j -  VX
Students l(H)king for part or full­
time summer jobs m the San Luis 
EVLispo area .should come look at the 
joh listittgs on the part-time hoards in 
the Student Employment Ulffice 
(Career Services, Room 115).
Career Services is posting 15 to 50 
jobs every day. Hours are 8 a.m. to 4:50
р. tn. Monday though Friday.
Some employers want .students to 
start now at reduced hours, and work 
mcreased hours during summer quar­
ter. C.ireer Services will also he post­
ing jobs throughout the .summer.
There are still a few summer/fall co­
op opportunities po.sted in Web Walk- 
Up, and Career Services will begin 
publicizing fall/winter co-ops during 
summer quarter. Sutntner is always the 
easiest time of year to find a co-op.
The beauty of Web W.ilk-Up is 
that you doti’t h ive to he in SLO to 
.ipply for the.sc' co-ops. If you’re look- 
tng for a fall/winter co-op, you .ipply 
on-line .ind employers will contact 
you wherever you are.
However, “Fa.st-Tr.ick" does not 
work for co-ops —  you’ll need to com­
plete the weh registration and upload 
your rc^ umt^  to Weh Walk-Up IxTore 
you can get started, hut it’s easy and 
doesn’t really take long at all.
You’ll .ilso find summer and 
co-op opportunities at today’s 
Springho.ird Joh F.iir. Springho.ird 
employers h.ive .ilso posted their 
iipenmg on Weh Walk-Up, or you
с. in look .It the sjvci.il Springboard 
bulletm on the website.
IGN
WESGO.a division of Morgan 
Advanced Ceramics is a growing and 
innovative leader in the production of 
technical ceramic for vacuum devices, 
laser equipment, semiconductor 
Equipment, and bio-medical markets. 
Our customers around the world know 
us as a quality supplier of materials 
with the capability of offering creative 
solutions to complex problems. We are 
part of an international company with 
over $I.S billion in sales that 
develops, manufactures and markets 
technologically advanced materials, and 
components. As a growing 
organization, we need dedicated 
professionals who share our 
commitment to meet the ever-growing 
requirements of major industries. We 
currently have openings for engineers 
in the following positions;
Manufacturing Engineering, Application 
Engineering, Quality Engineering, and 
Sales Engineering, all located at our 
Belmont. California Facility.
to Cal Poly’s Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers 
2000, for placing #1 in the National Technical & Career
Conference Academic Olympiad! Cal Poly’s MESA Industry
Advisory Board salutes you!
1 9 9 9 - W iM y  Poly SHPE Members: ■
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member of national competition team
The MESA Industry Advisory Board consists of representatives from;
CALTRANS
CHEVRON
CONEXANT SYSTEMS, INC.
HEWLEH-PACKARD
IBM
INTEL
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
LOCKHEED MARTIN 
NORTHROP-GRUMMAN
PACIFIC BELL
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC
RAYTHEON SYSTEMS
SONY
TERADYNE
WAYCO NORTH COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION
WESTLAND ENGINEERING
XEROX
\ 0
L v . o ° '
I f  you're not looking a t the jobs on Career Services' 
homepage, you should be! We post 90-100 new Career 
jobs each week through W e b  W a lk -U p , our on-line 
version o f the classified ads. Here are ju s t a few  o f the 
many jo b  titles recently posted:
^  Agricultural Journalist ^  Naturalist 
*  Assistant Planner ^P ersonnel Analyst *  Accountant 
^P roba tion  O fficer ^B io log ica l Technician 
^P ub lic  Service Trainee ^C om m un ity  Relations Aide 
^R ecreation  Leader *  Food Technologist 
Sales & Marketing Trainee ^  Graphics Supervisor 
^S tru c tu ra l Designer ^H ydrogeo log is t 
^T e ach er (all kinds) ^M arke tin g  Analysis Associate 
*T ran spo rta tin  Engineer ^C om m unications Technician
*  Etc., etc., etc.
These announcements are sent by employers who don 't 
usually hold on-cam pus in te rv iew s or a ttend jo b  
fa irs...but they defin ite ly  w ant to  hire Cal Poly grads and 
they're looking fo r you NOW!
R e g is te r  a t  C a re e r S e rv ice s  to d a y , 
p ic k  u p  a W e b  W a lk -U p  in fo  s h e e t &  lo g o n !
[And th is goes fo r all you undergrads looking fo r 
Summer Jobs & Co-ops, too !]
C a r e e r  S e r v i c e s
Cal Poly, Bldg. 124 
(805) 756-2501
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
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We want you!
We're a hard working, hard playing team of all-stars 
who thrive on working at a pioneering internet company 
and we're always looking for new faces to join us.
If you think it sounds exciting to work for a leading 
internet company that has changed the way that 
business is done on the Web, you've come to the right 
place. We've got excellent benefits, stock options, and 
6ven a workout and game room! Its all part of the deal.
PosiHons available in:
Business Development
Finance
Marketing
Sales & Service
Technology
So, if you're looking for a fulfilling career in a fun, 
motivating environment, GoTo is the place for you!
BURRELL
continued from page C-1
aiinpus Interview opportunities and 
he elij^ihle to win valualde gitt cer­
tificates. All it takes is a tew minutes 
to ref i^ster in Weh Walk-Up and 
upload your resume. You will he ^^ lad 
you did.
Another new proj;ram in the 
works tor next year is the first Hij’h- 
Tech Industry Day. Scheduled tor 
Monday, Oct. 16 in Chumash 
Auditorium, this event will he your 
opportunity to present your resume 
and qualifications to more than 80 
hifjh-tech companies. All majors 
who have an interest in these com­
panies and the skills that these com­
panies are seekinf» are invited to 
attend. Company participants, as 
well as listing’s ot typical joh titles for 
which they are seeking applicants, 
will he listed on the Career Services 
website in late August.
Mark your calendars, register m 
Weh Walk-Up, and he ready for this 
first recruiting event of the 2000- 
2001 year. Although registration in 
Weh Walk-Up is not required tor 
participation in High-Tech Industry 
Day, we are encouraging registrar irin 
in order to he prepared for campus 
interview opportunities.
Career Services has a number of 
events scheduled tor next year.
These include High-Tech Industry 
Day on Oct. 16; Graduate and 
Professional School Day on Nov. 3; 
Fall joh Fair on Nov. 20; Career 
Symposium in the Rec Center on 
Feh.22; Summer Camps and Resorts 
Joh Fair on March 1; Teacher joh
Looking fo r a job?
Pencil in these events 
to  help in your search
Career Services has a num­
ber of events scheduled for 
next year.
♦ High-Tech Industry Day on 
Oct. 16.
♦ Graduate and Professional 
School Day on Nov. 3.
♦ Fall Job Fair on Nov. 20.
♦ Career Symposium in the 
Rec Center on Feb. 22.
♦ Summer Camps and Resorts 
Job Fair on March 1.
♦ Teacher Job Fair on April 9.
♦ Next year's Springboard 
Job Fair on May 3.
Detailed information and 
participant lists can be found 
on the Career Services website 
at least one month before each 
event. The address is 
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu 
Career Services can also be 
reach by phone at 756-2501.
The newly remodeled 
Career Resource Center is in 
Building 124, across from 
Mustang Stadium.
Fair on April 9; and next year’s 
Springboard joh Fair on May 3. 
IX'tailed information and participant 
lists can he found on our website at 
least one month before each event. 
We also invite you to take advan­
tage i)t the increased services and 
resiuirces ot the remodeled CJareer 
Resource Gemer.
This summer, we will he makip.g 
some physical changes which include 
increasing the studeni workst.itions 
in the Career Resource CXnter to 
ten upgraded computer work area->. 
You will he able to log on <ind regis­
ter, including upUtading your résumé, 
on Weh Walk-Up, conduct Internet 
research, use computer career explo­
ration and career planning tiuds, 
access graduate school information, 
research companies, and more, with 
our knowledgeable staff available to 
assist you. We will he providing 
workshops and hands-on training 
sessions to teach you how to take 
advantage of all these resources.
Career Services frequently collab­
orates with other campus depart­
ments to present targeted programs 
and services. Examples include 
Biotech Days with the College of 
Science and Mathematics, Career 
Symposium with Landscape 
Architecture, and Ag Showcase with 
NAMA.
A new joint effort for next year is 
the Career Connections Program Krr 
Liberal Arts sophomores and juniors 
with the College of Liberal Arts.
This innovative program will offer 
these students the opportunity to 
explore and prepare for careers and 
will include interest and skill assess­
ment; guest speakers and field trips; 
and advising on elective clusters, 
minors and experiential education.
2000-2001 will he an exciting year 
for all of us.
We l (X )k  f o r w a r d  t o  w o r k in g  w i t h  
y o u  t o  r e a c h  y o u r  g o a ls .
/U K
AMERICAN NUCLEONICS CORPORATION
Stop by our table at the Springboard Job Fair 
or visit our web site at www.goto.com.
696 Hampshire Road 
Westlake Village, CA 91359 
Phone: (805) 496-2405 
FAX: (805) 379-2392 
www.anc.com
ANC has been in business tor over 32 years, providing Interference 
Cancellation Systems (ICS), antennas, and state-of-the-art microwave 
components. We were recently selected to provide the Interference 
Cancellation System to the Boeing Defense and Space Group for the CV-22 
Osprey Tiltrotor aircraft. A separate contract was received to provide for 
channel Interference Cancellation Systems to protect satellite 
communications links for the United States Air Force. Our continued success 
in the military market has now expanded into the comercial wireless market 
and has created the following opportunities
Summer Position: Engineer III - Detail RF circuit design in frequency bands 
30 - 1000MHz for military and commercial applications. Product is 
Interference Cancellation Systems.
Qualifications: BSEE with major in communications. Hands-on desired.
Summer Position/ Co-Op Position/Career Position: RF Design Engineer - 
detail RF circuit design in frequency bands 30 -1000MHz for military and 
commercial applications.
Qualifications: BSEE with major in communications. Hands-on desired.
Career Positions: Math Major/Systems Engineer- Basic Knowledge of RF 
elections with ability to collect measurement data using network or spectrum 
analyzers) for use in computer analysis. Experience with S parameters and 
transfer function concepts. Ability to use matrix operations to translate and 
rotate coordinates in 3D. Experience with Matlab, C++ and Windows 
interfacing; experience with graphic manipulation.
Qualifications: BS degree with Math major, minor in Physics. Must be a U.S. 
Citizen.
Submit resumes to C. Falco at above address or e-mail cfalco@anc.com
e  M i / u < i / i o n
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USA Inc
Stay in SLO this summer and get experience with
a local company who has 
ten Cal Poly graduates already in its employ
Berten USA , a valuation corporation, located in San Luis Obispo
is looking for highly skilled men and women.
Meet the President/CEO, a Poly graduate, during the Springboard Recruiting Fair, May 18th.
Berten USA specializes in "intelligent information systems" software. Corporate headquarters 
is in San Luis Obispo, with current subsidiaries in Denver and Washington, DC.
Current Product Lines:
digitalReach "^  ^-  a human resource, internet-based application and recruiting service 
that provides businesses with qualified knowledgeable workers
StrataSyS® -  a revolutionary new accounting model using financial-assessment software 
tools that accurately manage a company's growth and development
Needed this summer:
Internship Positions -  Product Research (2), Development (2), 
Marketing (2), Infrastructure (I)
Needed for fall/winter:
Co-op Position -  Marketing
Salary Range: $1600 -  $2400 per month
Majors: ACT, ECON, FIN, HRM, IT, MIS, MM, CSC, EMP, MATH, STAT, SOCS
Full-time Positions:
I. Program  Developer
Starting Date: 
Major:
Knowledge:
Salary Range:
June/July 
CSC (MS or BS)
Object-oriented programming (CC++Java), database experience, 
script/perl programming 
$47,600 -  $58*200
2. Lead Program  Developer
Starting Date: June/July
Major: CSC (MS or BS) w/3-5 years experience
Salary Range: $68,000 -  $83,000
We are now hiring Substance 
Abuse Treatment Counselors at 
Walden House, Inc. at Corcoran 
State Prison and Substance 
Abuse Treatment Facility, Valley 
State Prison For Women in 
C h o w c h i l l a ,  C a l i f o r n i a  
Rehabilitation Center and State Prison in 
Norco, and our residential facilities in San 
Francisco.
See us at the Job Fair on Thursday, May 18.
Walden House, Inc
Phone: (559) 992-7100 ext. 5177 
Fax: (559)992-7229 
Email: dircorc@ lightspeed.net 
W ebsite: http://www.waldenhouse.org
S Y S T E M S  E N G I N e e R I N G  C r A N A L Y S I S
b a t t ì  i , s i m u i  a i  i o n s ?
W A R  G A M  [ S?
S Y S T E M S  e N G I N 6 £ R I N G  & A N A L Y S I S
IS cuifdntly looking tor fogineers F, Scientists to ctevelo|) weapon 
systems models and simulations, pedorm surv'ivability evaluations 
and analysis, and provide hardware & software support for various 
DoD agencies.
Candidates should bo U.S. citizens, preferably with programming 
experience (C/C+-*/FORTRAN/MATLAB). A security clearance will 
be required for all career positions
CAREER AND CO-OP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
DIRECTORY
continued from page C-3
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cial contractors. SJCC maintains 
two prime office locations, a head­
quarters office in Santa Clara and a 
branch office in Monterey. Both 
(tffices provide services that tailor to 
the unique needs of their surround­
ing areas. From concrete tilt-up to 
steelframe and woodframe building 
structures, to high-tech interiors, 
specialty site and retail stores, we are 
a dominant leader in Silicon Valley 
and the greater Bay Area.
The Collaborative West
TTie GillaKirative West, Inc. is ded­
icated to providing state-of-the-art pro­
fessional services for landscape archi­
tecture, environmental design, plan­
ning and urban design. As our name 
implies, we are focused on a prcKess 
which integrates experts from different 
disciplines to achieve the highest-qual­
ity design solutions for our clients. A 
philosophy of incorptmiting innovative 
design with superior ser\'ice has 
enabled us to achieve re.sults which 
meet our clients’ goals and objectives 
within their budget. The Collaborative 
West is always open to meeting new 
people interested in joining our grow­
ing team of professionals. Candidates 
must fxissess a strong enthusiasm and 
passion for their profession, and a 
desire to Iv part of a fast-paced, cre­
ative design environment.
Walden House Inc.
In over iO years of service, we 
have led the way in developing com­
prehensive .strategies to help addicts 
and their families. We believe in cui-
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—Marketing and Sales Opportunities—
Creative, talented and highly motiated individuals apply! 
Career opportunities available with a leading oral care company. 
Expanding business in both retail and dental industries.
As a Marketing Associate we are looking for:
• A BS degree in a related field
• Strong communication skills
• Leadership ability
• Ability to excel in a fast-paced, team 
oriented environment
• Marketing expereince a plus!
As an Account Executive we are looking for:
• Sales Experience
• Effective communication skills
• Computer literacy
• Motivation to learn and a desire to succeed!
We offer a generous 401(k) plan, health insurance, no 
premium dental or life insurance, vacation, sick leave, etc.
Den-Mat Corporation 
P.O.Box 1729 
Santa Maria, Ca 93456
Visit our Booth at 922-8491 x 2963
, www.denmat.com
the Career Fair www.rembrandt.com
EO E/M /F/D /V
lurally relevant, inclusive, and 
humanistic approaches to the treat­
ment of addictiotis. In W97, Walden 
House, working collahoratively with 
the California Department of 
Corrections, helped to open the 
largest in-custody program for sub­
stance abusers in the world. Serviitg 
719 men, we offer group and individ­
ual ctiun.seling, relapse prevention 
educatitm, recreational and social 
activities, family services, and post­
release planning and continuing care.
Web Associates
Why relocate w'hen you can have 
a great job in SLO? Web Associates, 
Inc. is a San Luis Ohispo-hased 
Internet technology and strategy 
company specializing in weh-hased 
customer relationship management 
solutions. We provide weh software, 
application hosting and integration 
for an expanding base of Fortune 500 
firms including Apple, Hewlett 
Packard and Lucent Technologies. 
Our technologies are cutting-edge, 
our people are committed to provid­
ing excellent services and products 
and, above all, we specialize in hav­
ing fun! Come check us out on the 
weh at hltp;//wehassociates.com.
WESGO
WESGO, a division of Morgan 
Advanced Ceramics, is a growing 
and innovative leader in the produc­
tion of technical ceramics for vacu­
um devices, la.ser equipment, semi­
conductor equipment, and hio-med- 
ical markets. Our customers around 
the world know us as a quality sup­
plier of materials with the capability
of offering creative solution^ to com­
plex problems. We are p.irt of an 
international company with over 
.$1.5 billion in sales that develops, 
manufactures and markets techno­
logically advanced materials and 
components. As a growing organiza­
tion, we need dedicated professionals 
who share our commitment to meet 
the ever-growing reciuiremenrs of 
major industries. We currently have 
openings for engineers in the follow­
ing positions; Manufacturing 
Engineering, Application 
Engineering, Quality Engineering, 
and Sales Engineering, all located at 
our Belmont Facility.
Thomas Havey LLP
Thomas Havey LLP was founded 
in 1948 to provide certified public 
accounting services to private and 
public entities throughtiut the 
Chicago area. More than 50 years 
later, our firm has grown to a profes­
sional staff of nearly 100 individuals 
who can offer a broad range of ser­
vices throughout the U.S. Our 
clients come from the not-for-profit, 
commercial and government.il sec­
tors of the nation’s business ci'mmu- 
nity, and they both expect and 
receive knowledgeable, prompt, and 
responsive assistance with their 
accounting and audit, tax, aiul con­
sulting needs.
VINA
Based in Fremont, in the heart of 
California’s Silicon Valley, \'INA 
Technttlogies was created to develop, 
manufacture, market and service 
equipment to help small- and medi­
um-sized business connect to high­
speed networks.
A R C H I T E C T S
Alameda 
Newport Beach 
Las Vegas
M BH  Architects, located in Alameda, was named 
am ong the 1 0 0  fastest grow ing com panies, and 
the 7th  largest Architectural firm in the Bay Area 
by San Francisco Business Times.
O u r client list is extensive and includes many o f  
the top recognized retail com panies in the. U. S.; 
O ld  Navy, M acy ’s, T arget, M ervyhs, Best Buy, 
W illiam s-Sonom a along with project types that 
include Shopping C enters, H otels, M ixed-U se, 
M ulti-Family Housing, Restaurants, Com m ercial 
and Loft Spaces. We are looking for CAD Drafters, 
Jo b  C ap ta in s , P ro ject M an ag ers, an d  P roject 
Designers with various levels ol experience in Our 
Alam eda, N ew port Beach and Las Vegas offices. 
For more details on available positions please refer 
to www.mbharch.com.
MBH offers a great working environment, 
and competitive benefits!
For immediate consideration please 
forward your resume to:
Pamela Peterson 
Fax: (510) 865-1611 or 
E-mail: pamela@ mbharch.com
www.mbharch.com
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The Career Services staff, pictured above, can help job seekers with every aspect of finding a job. You can 
get help with interviewing, finding potential employers, preparing a résumé, and many other essential things.
Front row, from left to right: Martin Shibatas, assistant director for Cooperative Education; Melinda Patton, 
administrative assistant; Nancy Sanchez, administrative assistant; Mary Milosevic, computing consultant; 
Susan Lavoux, office manager; Ellen PoUnsky, College of Science and Math and College of Architecture and 
Environmental Design career counselor; Jill Hayden, College of Liberal Arts career counselor.
Back row, from left to right: Teresa Morgan, Recruiting Program coordinator; Stacy Williams, adminis­
trative assistant; Karen Severn, Career Resource Center technician; Carole Moore, Cooperative Education 
coordinator; Jane Johnson, College of Business career counselor; Charlotte Rinaldi-Zuniga, College of 
Engineering career counselor; Richard Equinoa, Career Services director; Joan Ganous, Student 
Employment office manager. She! Burrell, Career Services associate director. Not pictured: Carolyn Jones, 
College of Agriculture career counselor; Liz Cofer, Recruting Program assistant coordinator.
There's lots more information online at www.careerservices.calpoly.edu. Career Services can also be 
reach by phone at 756-250!. Or you can stop by the newly remodeled Career Resource Center in Building 
124, across from Mustang Stadium.
JOB FAIR
continued from page C-1
There are also Career Counselors on 
campus who can help you with any 
questions you may have. Call to make 
an appointment at 756-2501.
Also available at Career Services is 
a vitleotape called “How to Make a 
job Fair Wt>rk tor You.” You can view 
it in Room 117.
Before iioin^ to today’s job tail, it is 
important to have a good resume. 
Bring enough copies tt» hand out to 
potential employers.
Be sure to dress appropriately for 
the job fair. It is not required to get in 
the door, hut you will appear much 
more professional it you are wearing 
business attire.
Once you have walked over to 
Chumash Auditorium, you may feel 
overwhelmed with all ot the booths 
and people surrounding you. After 
all, more than a hundred companies 
are here to meet you. Don’t worry. 
Every other student wearing a suit is 
here to do the same thing you are. 
That’s why you need to he confident.
When you introduce yourself, ini­
tiate a handshake and offer a smile. 
Strike up a friendly conversation, and 
demonstrate a knowledge of the orga­
nization. Maintain eye contact with 
the representative.
Many of the representatives are 
C'al Poly alumni and have a special 
interest in you. If nothing else, talk 
about your experiences at C'al Poly 
because there is something the two of 
you may have in common. 
Demonstrate enthusiasm by asking
questions.
Hints from Career Services say one 
way to sell yourself is to prepare a 
one-minute commercial. Describe 
your major, related coursework, GPA, 
career interests, applicable experi­
ence and the type of position you are 
seeking. Relate your background and 
future goals to the needs of the orga­
nization.
It is also important to prepare ques­
tions to ask each company’s represen­
tative. Examples include:
♦  What are your expectations for 
new hires.'
♦  What type of training is available?
♦  What key skills are highly desir­
able?
♦  What types of assignments are 
given to summer interns?
♦  What do you like about the com­
pany?
♦  How would 1 find more informa­
tion about entry-level positions?
Ask the representative for a busi­
ness card so that you can keep in 
touch. And he sure to leave a copy of 
your resume.
After the fair, follow up with the 
company in a timely manner. One 
way to do this is hy sending a note 
thanking representatives for their 
time and information. Include anoth­
er résumé and any other information 
requested during your discussion at 
the job fair.
For more information about today’s 
job fair, check out the Career 
Services web page .it www.career 
se r\' ic es. c a 1 po 1 y. ed u
T H O M A S
H A V E Y
L L P
C e r t if ie d  p u b l ic  a c c o u n t a n t s  a n d  c o n s u l t a n t s
A Full-Service CPA Firm Providing Auditing, 
Tax,Compliance,and Business Advisory 
Services for over Fifty Years
An Exciting Place to Grow 
Professionally and Personally
V i s i t  our W e b  Site  at w w w . h a v e y . c o m
5(XK) Executive Pirieway, Suite K^K), San Ramon, C A 94583
(925) 277-91 (X)
Three Pointe Drive, Suite 313, Brea, CA 91101 
(714) 257-0100
Baltimore • Brea • Chicago • Minneapolis • 
Munster, IN • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco • 
San Ramon • Washington, DC
E X A R
Visit EXAR's booth at the Springboard Job Fair!
Exar is in these hot industries:
Communications 
Networking and Transmission 
Data Acquisition
Exar Corporation, a leader in analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits, 
has the following job opportunities available in our state-of-the-art Fremont headquarters. 
We are seeking candidates in the disciplines of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Physics, Computer Engineering, or Computer Science.
Career Opportunities for New Grads:
Design Engineer (Digital circuit design)
Test Engineer (ATE test hardw are/software) 
Failure Analysis Engineer (IC Quality Assurance)
Co-op and Internship Opportunities at Exar:
Design Engineer (Digital circuit design)
Assembly/Packaging Engineer (Mech. Engineering or Material Science majors) 
Applications Engineer (W rite software using C, C++)
If you want to  join an innovative company tha t offers competitive wages along 
with excellent benefits (ask about our benefit package for co-ops and interns!) 
and advancement opportunities, then EXAR is the company for you! For immediate 
consideration, please send your resume to; EXAR Corporation, Professional 
Recruiting, 4 8 7 2 0  Kato Road, Fremont. CA 9 4 5 3 8 . Fax (510)668 -7011 . 
E-mail: career@exar.com EOE. Please visit our website at www.exar.com
lin m e n t
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Artists exhibit 
creative process
By Kimberly Tahsuda
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Throuf’h the entrance of Dexter 
huildinji’s University Art Gallery, a 
plethora of gigantic paintings hang, 
releasing a rainbow of colors that 
starkly contrast the gray walls. Tlie 
canvases reflect the personalities of 
two internationally recognized artists, 
Ruth Weisherg and Patty Wickman.
The exhibit, titled “Testament," 
begins with a journey through the dif­
ferent stages the artists went through 
to produce each piece of art. The 
archives for each artist show the 
sketches and visual resources used to 
create the paintings.
“Every artist has a process,” said 
faculty curator Michael Barton 
Miller. “Time is always spent on some 
sort of research. It can constitute dif­
ferent things, such as reading or look­
ing for visual resources. Regardless, 
each artist looks for something to 
bring together a final discovery to 
show the public."
The figurative pictures of Weisherg 
and Wickman are narrative works 
that tell stories. Both refrain from 
using models, instead choosing 
human figures of relatives or people 
they know in the paintings.
“Most importantly, the works are 
beautiful, well-crafted and speak to 
everyone’s experiences," Miller said.
A spiritual emphasis is often appar­
ent in the works of both artists, 
though not exclusively. Miller said.
“Both women integrate themes 
that come out of their spiritual and 
cultural heritage," he said.
.Although both artists are similar in 
many ways, each retains her own dis­
tinct style that is evident in the 
paintings.
“Patty focuses more on a magical 
reali.sm while Ruth shows more of the 
pnKess of paint in her work," Miller 
said. “Patty does more realistic work 
and Ruth’s work is more gestutil.”
The large size of the paintings 
exhibited show the depth of both 
artists’ talent. Miller said.
“Large pieces make a different 
visual statement," he said. “It fills up 
the viewer’s senses like a mural. It is a 
mark of an accomplished artist."
Weisherg is currently dean of the 
Sch(K)l of Fine Arts at the University 
of Southern California. Her collec­
tions are displayed nationwide, from 
Washington, D.C., and New York to 
Los Angeles. Wickman is an associate 
professor in painting and drawing at 
the University of California, Los 
Angeles. Her recent collections 
include several galleries in Los 
Angeles and Santa Monica.
“These artists allow us to establish 
bridges with other universities,” 
Miller said. “Most importantly, they 
are educators, role models and excel­
lent hardworking artists.”
“Testament” is one of a kind 
because it shows the process and 
research that goes into art, Miller 
said.
“The work is very educational," he 
said. “The exhibit shows how art is 
made. Most exhibits just show the 
work.”
Students enrolled in Art  ^i6, exhi­
bition design/museum studies, con­
ceptualized the design of space in the 
gallery. The class put together and 
designed the entire installation.
“It was .1 collaborative effort 
between the class," Miller said. “The 
artists were pleased”
The University Art Gallery, spon­
sored by the art and design depart­
ment, is tree and open to the public. 
“Testament" will be shown through 
June 4.
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Top: 'Anonymous' by Patty Wickman is one o f many huge oil paintings that hang in the University Art 
Gallery. Below: The lithograph, 'Turning Point'by Ruth Weisberg, is another piece in the exhibit.
Marmalade 
puts the )am' 
in jam band
The “jam bands" are here. You 
can’t miss them. They provide the 
long, groove-heavy improvisations 
for dancing audiences adorned with 
all varieties of hemp clothing and 
necklaces. Of these so-called local 
jam hands, the aptly-named 
Marmalade is the cream of the crop.
For about a year. Marmalade has 
been driving its audiences into sweet 
oblivion. San Luis Obispo native 
Aaron Burger leads this quartet with 
his loose and jazzy guitar stylings, 
while Matt Reeder on bass and Joe 
Tyra on drums come through with 
one of the most solid rhythin sections 
in town. At the side of the stage is the 
man who blends it all together so 
well, keyboardist “Toes” Cuff.
Marmal.ide has a set of about 2S 
songs, and the band is heavy on 
improvisation. Half of the songs are 
originals, while the other half are 
covers from the likes of Phish and 
Galactic. According to Burger, the 
b,ind writes siings bv l.iying dimn a 
solid repeating groi've and then just 
jamming to see where it t.ikes them.
“Like .ill jam bands, the audience 
plays a key nde at Marmalade show-,,’’ 
Burger s.iid “We feed off the audi­
ence as much a> off each other. It we 
wanted to pl.iy to nobody, we would 
just pl.iy at ln'ine.”
NXith almost no vocals, the Kind 
lets Its music sjv.ik tor itself. 'X’hen 
keyK>,irdist CYiff (who also pl.iys for 
local band Moi>n Cabb.ige) decides to 
step fv)rw.ird in the mix, he gr.iK hol.l 
ot the rhythm, sh.ipes it into ,i blend 
of funk .ind j,iz: and spits out ,i s,ivory 
solo. Then, as suddenly as it was 
grablx'd, he lets it go for Burger (who 
happens to play in IVnamo Effect) ti* 
pick up.
Marmalade has yet to record an 
album or demo. Burger says they’ve 
toyed .iround with some recording at 
home, but that live performances are 
definitely their forte. Catch them live 
tonight at the Frog ¿k Peach. They’re 
also regulars at Sweet Springs SaliMin 
in Los (.Tíos and will he playing títere 
i>n May 27. So go out, catch the 
groove and help revive the 
“WiHidstock sun grope" dance.
Graham Haworth is a journalism 
senior who hosts The Local Beat on 
KCPR 91.3 FM every Wednesday 
from 6 to 8 p.m.
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available for phone order or free delivery 
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We specialize in delicious and fun cakes 
uni(|uely designed for you.
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"Gladiator' offers gore with substance
By Karin Driesen
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
IVivliciiMy. tho epic tilm 
“C'jliidiati'r" is tilled with gruesome 
titihtin>4 .scenes where it is quite nor­
mal to see torsos sep.irated trotn the 
rest ot the body in a split second. 
But “Ciladiator” is much more than 
just blood and jjore. Like its 1960 
predecessor “Spartacus,” this Roman 
adventure is a stunnifijj; feature that’s 
sure to he a classic. Unlike 
“Spartacus,” this movie enjoys the 
technoloj^y ot computer-j^enerated
Russell 
Crowe stars 
as Gen. 
Maximus 
Meridas in 
the new 
block­
buster 
'Gladiator.' 
The film is 
filled with 
violent 
fight 
scenes.
COURTESY
PHOTO
crowds and other itnatjes.
Uirecror Ridley Scott’s beautiful 
photopr.iphy and excellent casting 
produces enough heartbreak and tur­
moil to make the viewer feel the 
emotional and physical pain of the 
main character, Gen. Maximus 
Meridas (Rus.sell Crowe), and his 
allies.
The story begins in 180 A.D. with 
a battle between the Romans and 
some insignificant Germanic tribes. 
Led by Maximus, the Romans are 
victorious. The ailing emperor, 
Marcus Aurelius (Richard Harris),
chooses the courageous but humble survive. He also gains the respect of 
M.ixitmis over his own son his bitter and greedy owner Proxitno 
Commodus (Joaquin Phoenix) to (rhe late Oliver Reed), a former 
become the next emperor and gladiator who was givett his freedom
movie review
Í
restore the power 
of the people as a 
republic. Portrayed 
thoughtfully and 
intelligently by 
Crowe, Maximus’ 
true desire is to 
return to his wife and son after a 
two-year separation, but he is willing 
to accept the duty for the good of 
Rome. The power-hungry and cor­
rupt Commodus is obviously jealous, 
and he secretly murders his father 
before the new empert^r is publicly 
named.
As the ttatural heir to the throne, 
Commodus assumes power aitd 
immediately orders the assassination 
of Maximus and his family. Maximus 
.secretly escapes his killers, but in an 
emotional scene, he returns to his 
home to find his family already cru­
cified and burned alive.
In a sudden plot twist, Maximus 
wakes up to find himself being sold 
as a slave in the gladiator business. 
There he makes his mark as a skilled 
fighter, although he kills purely to
4 out of 4)
by Marcus 
Aurelius years 
earlier.
In another 
fateful twist, 
Maximus and 
the gladiators 
travel to Rome where Commodus 
has revived the spectacle of gladiator 
fighting in the Coliseum. Soon, the 
gladiator known as “the Spaniard” 
fights his way to stardom with the 
Roman crowds, anti the emperor 
insists on meeting him. When he 
finds out th.it this man is Maximus, 
the plot turns to Ctimmodus schem­
ing to get Maximus killed without 
upsetting the public. Maximus, 
meanwhile, is planning his revenge 
from his slave cell with the help of 
Commodus’ virtuous sister, Lucilla 
(Connie Nielsen), who also happens 
to he an old flame of Maximus.
The film is full of violence but 
proves very poor in the love categti- 
ry. just when the audience thinks the 
blood and guts is nauseating enough, 
we find out what real disgust is when
the perverted CJ<immodiis attempts 
intimacy with his gorgeous sister. 
Since she is .secretly trying to help 
Maximus escape the fate Commodus 
has planned for him, she must pre­
tend to love her brother in the same 
way he loves her. Nielsen’s Lucilla is 
the strong female counterpart to 
Crowe’s Maximus throughout the 
movie. She also schemes with one of 
the honest senators to get the power 
back in the right hands and away 
from her brother.
In the end, Commodus realizes 
the plotting th.it is going on behind 
his hack and arrests those involved. 
However, he still won’t simply kill 
Maximus then and there. Instead, he 
foolishly in>ists on facing Maximus 
publicly in the Coliseum man-to­
man, and he is confident that he will 
win. The story’s ending is bitter­
sweet, with Maximus joining his 
family in the afterlife.
Without a dull moment in all of 
Its nearly three hours, the film enter­
tains, thrills, surprises and disgusts. 
For those with weaker stomachs, be 
prepared for the worst, hut don’t rule 
it out. The story is tragic, yet inspir­
ing —  reminiscent of “Braveheart” 
—  and definitely worth enduring a 
few waves of nausea.
SONS
continued from page 6
ence ot a woman shattered by the 
death of her son, and unable to face 
the truth of her family’s complicated 
problems. Black handles the emo- 
tion.il character, who seems constant­
ly to be on the verge of a ner\'ous 
breakdown, without overacting or 
excessive crying her way through 
each scene.
Cal Poly graduate James D’Albora 
completes the Keller family trio with 
his role as the son, Chris. D’Albora 
holds his own as the son who fights to 
accept his father’s deception. In her 
performance as Ann l^eever, Chris 
Keller’s girlfriend, theatre sophomore 
Amanda Sitko struggles to match the
performance of her castmates. 
However, she manages to evoke sym­
pathy from the audience as a young 
woman caught in the middle of the 
battling families. Appearances by- 
business senior Enrique Kalil as the 
lawyer next door and Jtiy D’Alhora as 
his wife add to the close-nit commu­
nity atmosphere that Arthur Miller’s 
script creates.
The stormy play is ironically com­
plemented by a picturesque set that 
resembles a life-size doll house. It 
looks as if a chunk of a midwestem 
neighborhood landed at Cal Poly, 
complete with porches, flowers and 
lawn chairs. The set is built better 
than many San Luis Obispo homes 
and succeeds in painting the picture 
of a family neighborhtKid that reeks 
of American traditions and values.
But the grass is fake, as is the facade of 
the Keller family.
Although “All My Sons" takes 
place in the post-World War 11 era, 
the dilemmas and issues faced by the 
Keller family during the play are 
timeless. Each argument could be tak­
ing place anytime in any neighbor­
hood around the world. Miller has 
succeeded in writing a play that tran­
scends generations to reach audiences 
ot all ages and eras -  college students 
included. The characters are consis­
tently believable and accessible.
It not for the brilliant acting, “All 
My Sons” is worth the $7 for the 
gripping ending alone. It will make 
the average family squabble seem pale 
in comparison.
DRIVE-IN
continued from page 5
Rodkey said no matter what improve­
ments are made, drive-ins will even­
tually disappear completely.
“The land these places take up is 
more valuable than the drive-ins 
themselves," Rodkey said. “They can 
always just put up a Wal-Mart or a 
housing complex.”
All pros and cons aside, Rodkey 
said for some people, the drive-in 
might hold a stronger significance 
than they might ever realize.
“Probably half of San Luis is con­
ceived here," he said. “You never 
know."
So, next time you find yourself 
yearning for a movie, keep the old 
drive-in in mind. The screen is one of 
the largest on the Central Coast, the 
popcorn is hot -  and foggy windows 
arc always optional.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Last week's cover story on "All My Sons" was w rit­
ten by Mustang Daily Staff Writer Matt Sterling.
D o n i fritte r away 
your summer -
sign up now for SUMMER QUARTER '0 0  and catch up 
on missing credits or land hard-to-get classes. Enjoy the 
following advantages:
■ More classes than last summer
■ Less^rowded classroom s (campus enrollment is
about 25%  the regular student population)
■ Ample parking close to classes
■ Mo lines in The Avenue's dining facilities or at
E l Corral Bookstore
■ Long golden afternoons and balmy evenings at
Central C oast beaches, lakes, and g o lf courses 
for after-studies recreation
Contact specific departments or deans' o ffic e s  for 
updated info on available classes.
THE SISTERS O F
PJ.PH A  O M ICRO N  P/
C O R D IA L L Y  INVITE Y O U  TO
O P E N  H O U S E  2 0 0 0
MITCHELL PARK 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, C A
S U N D A Y ,  M A ^ T ^ T 2 : ^
MITCHELL PARK IS AT THE INTERSECTION OF PISMO A N D  OSOS ST.
NEAR THE TRAIN STATION
P lease  dress c a s u a lly  a n d  c a ll R a c h e l ®  5 4 7 -1 8 9 9
w ith  a n y  questions.
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First alFm ail'V O ting test proves successful SIGMA CHI
continued from page 1PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —  The 
nation’s first test of att alLmail-votinj’ 
primary election was an unqualified 
success, hoostinf’ voter turnout to its 
lii^hest level in a decade despite a 
lackluster ballot. Secretary of State 
Bill Bradbury and other mail-votinf» 
boosters said Wednesday.
“1 think vote-hy-mail is here to 
stay,” Bradbury said a day after an 
election in which 50 percent of vot­
ers participated, the hijihest Oregon 
primary election turnout since 1988.
Vote by mail was mainly responsi­
ble for the increase, Bradbury said.
“1 don’t .see how you could con­
clude otherwise,” he said. “The elec­
tion wasn’t exciting and you have to 
say, ‘There must he other factors 
here.’”
The fitiures were unofficial and 
don’t include a small number of 
unreadable ballots or other.N that were 
delivered to counties where the vot­
ers don’t live.
But Amy Cody, assistant to the 
secretary of state, called the 50 per­
cent turnout ’’terrific” in view of the 
declining participation that had 
marked the past three primary elec­
tions.
“Hopefully, it is the start of an 
upward trend,” Cody said.
The last time voter turnout 
reached 50 percent in an Orefion pri­
mary was m 1988, when it hit 55.1.
State Elections Director Colleen 
SealiKk said there were no reports of 
fraud or other problems. But critics 
warned that mail balloting could be 
an invitation to fraud.
“The lack of control over the bal­
lots ensures that someone in the 
future will try to manipulate them," 
political analyst Bill Lunch predicted 
Wednesday.
Before the primary’s 8 p.m.
E L E C T I O N
2^  0 0 0
T ---------------------------------------------
“ / think vote'hy-mail is 
here to stay."
Bill Bradbury
Secretary of State
Tuesday deadline for turninti in bal­
lots, political activists had yone door 
to door offerin}4 to deliver people’s 
ballots for them. There were also 
.scenes of voters showing up at drop 
sites late Tuesday with stacks of bal­
lots from other people.
Lunch said those things are le^al 
but are troubling.
“It does not take a ^reat deal of 
imagination to envision circum­
stances in which someone who has in 
their possession 10 or 15 ballots 
mi^ht be sorely tempted to make 
some changes in those ballots,” said 
Lunch, who teaches political science 
at Oregon State University.
AfireeinK with Lunch was Curtis 
Cans, head of the Committee for the 
Study of the American Electorate, a 
group based in Washington, D.C.
“Regardless of whether it boosts 
turnout, this procedure carries risks to 
the health of our demcKracy,” said 
Cans.
Oregonians have voted by mail in 
local elections and special statewide
elections since the early 1980s, but 
Tuesday’s election was the first full­
blown primary conducted exclusively 
by mail since Oregon voters decided 
two years ago to abolish polling 
places.
Thousands of people took advan­
tage of a provision of the law allowing 
them to hand-deliver their ballots to 
designated drop sites, creating a last- 
minute surge of voting that kept some 
county clerks tabulating votes until 4 
a.ra. Wednesday.
Of the estimated 867,600 votes 
that were cast, about 56 percent of 
them — more than 500,000 —  had 
arrived during the final 48 hours pre­
ceding the 8 p.m. Tue.sday deadline.
At a drop site at Pioneer 
Courthouse Square in downtown 
Portland, there was a steady stream of 
v’oters showing up Tue.sday night to 
deliver their own mail ballots and 
those of friends and relatives.
Clackamas County Clerk John 
Kauffman is a strong backer of vote- 
by-mail, but he said he felt unea.sy 
about people turning over their bal­
lots to others to be delivered to drop 
sites.
“None of us in this business are 
totally comfortable with the way that 
is working. I would not recommend 
that people give their ballot to some­
one they don’t know,” Kauffman said. 
“1 would bet you that the Legislature 
will be looking at this issue next ses­
sion.”
However, Kauffman believes vote- 
by-mail is the way to go because it is 
cheaper and easier to administer and 
it increases voter turnout at a time of 
flagging public interest in politics.
“We’re trying to make voting as 
convenient as we can,” the county 
clerk said.
Thirsty students cash in
As you walk from class 
to class, the sun beats 
down on the back of your 
neck. Your skin glistens 
from the layer of sweat 
on your body. You see a 
ray o f hope on the 
h o r iz o n , a P e p s i®  
vending machine. You 
search  through your 
pockets for change and 
then p lace  it in the 
machine. Out plops an 
icy cold  Pepsi®  with 
some sort of odd sticker 
on it. You read it and 
b e c o m e  o v e r jo y e d  
because you Just won 
$400.
Sound like a fairy tale 
to you? Well it was true 
fo r  fo u r  C al P o ly  
Students. Random ly  
d istrib u ted  all o v er  
campus are prizes in the 
P e p s i ®  v e n d i n g
machines. The contest 
runs until all of the prizes 
have been claimed. Four 
$400  prizes were put in 
the vending machines 
along with close to 100 
T-shirts. The big $400  
prizes have already been 
claimed but there are still 
plenty of T-shirts out 
there to win. On May 
10th Jose Lopez won. 
He said he was thinking 
about ditching class and 
not coming to campus, 
but instead decided to go 
and picked up a Pepsi® 
on the way. 1 guess 
that’ ll teach us not to 
ditch. Michelle Moore, 
Francisco Anderson, and 
Aurora Florian also won 
$ 400Just for buying soda 
on campus.
This contest isn’t only 
about free money. You
also have an excellent 
chance of winning a T- 
shirt. Random 20 oz. 
bottles and 12 oz. cans 
have T-shirts stuffed  
inside. But don’t worry 
about not quenching  
your thirst. Included 
with the T-shirt is enough 
money to buy the cold 
drink you originally  
wanted.
This promotion is a 
Join t effort betw een  
Cam pus D ining and 
Pepsi®. It provides the 
winner with an excellent 
opportunity to get a head 
start on next quarter’s 
books, or have a little fun 
by going on a shopping 
sp ree  at E l C o rra l  
B ook store. I t’s Just 
another way Campus 
Dining and Pepsi® are 
working for you.
Daid advertisement
ask them to appear this afternoon.
“I’m not planning on calling all of 
them (as witnesses),” Luong said. 
“They’ve not all been cooperative with 
us.
Before the students arrive, the attor­
neys will discuss the issue of witness 
immunity. This would prevent the 
underaged witnesses from incriminat­
ing themselves if they admit under 
oath that they consumed alcohol.
“There’s been an indication that 
some witnesses might a.ssert their Fifth 
Amendment privilege,” Funke-Bilu 
said. “So the district attorney might 
give them immunity.”
l\'fendant and former t'al Poly stu­
dent Griffith said he’s not concerned 
about having his fraternity brothers 
te.stify for the prosecution.
“The truth is going to come out,” 
tiriffith said. “Some people feel (the 
fraternity members) have some sort of 
allegiance to the fraternity, but they
will be truthful.”
Griffith left Cal Poly and San Luis 
Obispo in April after the Sigma Chi 
hazing story first broke.
“1 couldn’t be consumed by the 
case,” Griffith said about moving to the 
Bay Area. “1 felt there was a system 
working improperly, and it was not 
beneficial to me.”
Griffith said he will remain in San 
Luis C b^ispo for the case, which should 
finish by Friday or early next week, 
judge Michael Duffy said.
Other potential witnesses may 
include University Police investigators 
Ray Berrett and Mike Kenneely, along 
with Judicial Affairs coordinator 
Ardith Tregenza.
Tuesday, Judge Duffy ruled that the 
district attorney could not use tajx's of 
the university’s Judicial Affairs hearing 
with Sigma Chi members.
IXiffy based his decision on C'al 
Poly’s promi.se that the hearing was to 
remain confidential.
The district attorney can use the 
tapes only if one of the defendants pro­
vides information that contradicts the 
tapes.
KREBS
continued from page 1
two years ago.
Broivson also said the open-ended 
question responses were not included 
in the statistics of the survey, such as 
the cited 81 p>ercent of resjson.ses that 
said Krebs was guilty.
The prosecution has until May 51 to 
review the results of the defense’s sur­
vey.
After the conclusion of the prosecu­
tion’s cross-examination, Ashbaugh 
called KSBY anchor Jennifer 
Mandulay as a witness. Her testimony 
provided the foundation for the 
defense to establish that there is a con­
tinuing intere.st by the media aKtut 
Krebs’ case.
After Mandulay finished her tesii- 
mony, the defense brought KSBY news 
director Dave Colby as a witness. 
Colby said that from April 1999 to the 
present, KSBY had put together pieces 
that totaled three hours and 40 min­
utes. Tlte amount of time these pieces 
were aired was approximately twice 
that. Including tags and commercial 
“teases,” the total air time devoted to 
Krebs was about .seven and a half 
hours.
During cross-examination by 
Covello, G)lby revealed that the total 
time given to Krebs was approximately 
.(X)9 percent of the total 791 hours 
KSBY has been on the air during the 
same period of time.
A change of venue decision will not 
be made until the prosecution reviews 
the survey and pre.sents its case.
U N IVERSITY GARD EN S  
APARTM EN TS
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At the Crossroads of Business and Education.
SCOREf Learning Inc., the fastest growing unit of the Washington Post 
Company, is looking for motivated, business-minded professionals with 
strong people skills to manage educational Centers. We currently opeiate 
over 100 educational Centers across the country, featuring advanced 
computer education technology. Children attend weekly sessions to build 
fundamental academic skills in an environment that they love. We are 
currently seeking Directors who will be trained to manage one or more 
SCORE! centers.
Come check us out at the SLO Springboard Career Fair to be held at 
Churnash Auditorium from 9AM-1PM on Thursday, May 18th
Director positions available in Los Angeles. Orange County, San Diego, 
and nationwide. Send letter of intent and resume to:
SCORE! Recruiting 
P.O. Box 1096 
Waltham, MA 02454-1096 
score@hiresystems.com 
781-663-2433
www.scorejobs.com
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Dodgers involved in fight with 
Wrigley fans over baseball cap
(A D  CJIIIOVX'» All th;>t tor 
a hascKill cap.
Several OiKl^er^^ol into a Ivnclv 
clearing Uin>Ic with Wrij l^ey FieUl 
fans TuesJay ni^hl <itter fans stole 
C had Kreuter’s hal aivl hit him in 
the tnnth inmtt j^ of Los Ait^eles’ 6- 
5 victory over the Cdticaj’o Caihs.
When the ti^ht was over, several 
tans h.kl been hauled luit, the ^ame 
had been delayed almost 10 mtn- 
iites, there was litter on the field and 
the IXidt e^rs were in shock at one of 
the more bizarre evettts ever at 
Wrijiley Field.
"It you wanted a hat that bad, be 
polite and ask tor one. We’ll t»ive it 
to you. We’ve fiot a whole bunch ot 
them,’’ said Todd Hundley, whose 
t’ame-winnin^ three-run homer was 
.ill but tortiotten in the mess.
"When you yet physical, it you 
even touch a player, then it’s on.”
C'hica^o police said several peo­
ple were arrested, but could not s,»y 
lu'w m.iny. The Cubs did not Itave 
,in\ .iddition.il information.
"CXir security statf is still in the 
process of sorting thiniz-s out, ’ C'ubs 
t»eneMl m.inajzer Ld Lyttch said.
No wonder. Fights between teams 
are one ihinj:. But .i melee with tans.'
"I w.is just shocked,” Cktry 
>hettield said. "I’ve newr seen .iny- 
thintzhkc that in my 12-year c.ireer.”
Kreuter, a Diklyers’ catcher, w.is 
m the bull|xn .irea, which is |ust
o\er .1 sin.ill, chest-hi)zh wall from 
the t.ins, when pinch-hitter Julio 
Zulet.i hit an RBI double to cut the 
Hovlyers’ le.id to 6-5 with one out.
A tan tirabbed Kreuter’s cap, 
app.irently hit him and then took oft 
running. Kreiiter t^ ave chase, and a 
tew ot his teammates followed. Tlte 
rest ot the bullpett gathered alon j^ 
the first-base wall .ind Los Anéjeles’ 
diifiout emptied.
A tew ntore players waded into 
the crowd, and several iXidt e^rs were 
seen tussling with tans.
“It somebody pops one ot my 
guys, that’s not suppo.sed to happen,” 
Dodgers manager Davey Johnson 
said. “A couple guys were pretty 
much intoxicated, big guys. Then 
the beer started coming down.”
Kreuter didn’t want tti talk about 
the fight, telling reporters to go talk 
to Hundley about his home run.
"The game was on the field,” 
Kreuter >aid. “Todd 1 lundley was the 
hero.”
It tiKik security se\eral minutes 
and NC-veral tries to finally 
restore order, (dibs man.tger IXm 
Baylor .ind bench coach Rene 
L.ichemann .il.so c.ime over to pleai.1 
with t.ins to calm down.
“Tltat was part of the problem. It 
kept going on and no one showed 
up. There were no uniformed per­
sonnel,” l^xlgers general man.iger 
Ke\ in M.ilone said. “It loi'ked like it
was out ot control and there weren’t 
any control measures in jdace.”
But the Dodgers h.id no business 
going into the stands, B.iylor said.
“1 )ust know that when players gii 
into the stands, you’re taking big 
risks,” Baylor said. “The next thing 
you know, you have their general 
man.iger st.inding next to me on the 
field. He shouldn’t have been there, 
either. You can’t go into the stands. 
No matter what they tlirow.”
Jett Shaw w.isn’t rattled by the 
delay, getting the last two outs tor 
the victory and his ninth save. Alan 
Mills (1-1) pitched a perfect sev­
enth.
Kevin Tapani (1-5) gave up six 
runs and nine hits in eight innings.
Wrigley Field tans are known tor 
their spirited devotion to the Cubs. 
Tliey cram the ballpark no matter 
how bad the Cubs are. They throw' 
opponents’ home run balls back on 
the field. They stand in the ninth 
inning. They give Sammy Sosa 
standing ovations tor just about any­
thing.
But .sometimes, they get out I't 
control. .A game against the 
C'olorado Rocktc'N last May was 
delayed wheti t.ins, up.set over an 
umpire’s call, pelted the tield with 
b.iseballs. Kittles, coins and cups ot 
beer. CAilorado center tiekler Darryl 
H.imiltott said one tan threw a Jack 
DanieU bottle onto the tield.
Soccer hooligans 
involvetd in stahbings
(A D  COrENHAGEN, Denmark
Riot police tired tear gas in a city 
square near Tivoli gardens Wednesday 
and at least three people were stabbed 
duting mayhem leading to a major soc­
cer champion-ship.
Rival fans tossed chairs and bottles 
after a night ot violence in the hours 
betore a title game between 
Galatasaray ot Turkey and Arsenal ot 
England.
A Turkish matt and tw'o Britons had 
been stabbcxl but their wounds were 
not lite-threatening. Police Chiet 
Superintendent Mogins Lauridsen 
said.
Fie couUl not contirm a man trom 
Amsterdam also had been stabbed. Fie 
said lO people had been arrested, 
including one ot the men who was 
stabbed. A Turkish cameraman was 
reported among the injured.
At least tour others were .seritiusly 
hurt, including head injuries, a broken 
ankle and one person with a partially 
severed ear, a spoke.swoman tor 
C^ipenhagen’s hospital said.
.An Arsenal tan, identified as 41-. 
year-old Paul Dineen ot Lomlon, w.is 
stabbed the night betore.
Even though there was unprece­
dented security tor .i soccer game in 
IVnmark, police were si ill taken by 
surj'ri.se by the extent ot the violence 
and were struggling to take control.
“We didn’t expect that so many 
people wanted to tight with each 
other,” Lauridsen said. “C4f course, we 
were expecting a lot of trouble, but we 
weren’t exfX'Cting it on this scale.”
For much ot the day, tans from all 
sides peacefully mingled in a sea ot 
team jerseys. Then fighting broke out 
when hundreds ot tans began chasing 
each other. Helmeted riot police tried 
to subdue skirmishes around outdoor 
restaurants near the landmark amuse­
ment park.
The fighting then moved to City 
Hall Square, where a simil.ir melee 
broke out in the early morning.
Witnesses told the British Press 
As.sociation that English tans beat up 
Turks, using weapons like iron bars.
A crowd ot Turkish fans had been 
threatening an English pub, w'here 
Arsenal fans w’ere gathered betore the 
UEFA Cup final, one ot Europe’s 
major club champioaships.
About 2,000 officers —  20 percent 
ot Denmark’s police force —  have 
been dispatched tor the game. They 
were assisted by some two dozen police 
officers from Britain, Turkey and other 
European countries.
.At least 24.000 Turkish and English 
tans have flocked to Copenh.igen, 
w'lth Galata.saray trying to become the 
first Turki.di club to win a major 
European title.
The violence comes amid tears 
English hooligans may .ittempt to 
avenge the killing ot two English tans 
la^ t month betore Leeds’ tirst-leg semi­
final in Istanbul against Galat.isaray.
Wednesday’s outburst came during 
rush hour, snarling downtown trattic. 
It was not certain how the melee 
Ix'gan but Turkish television reported 
that tans h.id been taunting each other
Fridaiuspn CalPolyiis.wsb 
Satardayailpin \  * *V
All fans wearliig Cal Poly 
apparel will receive a free 
taco from Taco Bell.
Cal Poly Students pet 
a free Tri-Tip Sandurich.
Sunday at 1pm
first 500 fans receive a 
Cal Poly BasePall t-shirt
A playoff lierth is at stake as Cal Poly 
takes on Its rival UCSB.
I . I  w 4 Í  a
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BEALS
continued from page 12
track season was nine minutes, 46 
seconds. Since then he dropped his 
best time hy 58 seconds. In the track 
team’s recent meet against Stanford, 
he set a personal record with a time 
of eijiht minutes, 48.71 seconds. That 
time ranked him 21rd in the NCAA 
and tiives him the chance to quality 
tor nationals comin}  ^ up in June.
He said the difference between 
this year and last year’s times comes 
from the strength he (gained after 
huildinn up his milea}.;e base during; 
cross country this past t.ill.
“1 was routinely runninj.: 90 miles a 
week during cross country," he said. 
“1 think we even hit 100 miles a tew 
times. That base reallv helped.”
He added that another reason for 
the difference in times was that dis­
tance coach Mark C-onover imple­
mented more speed into his workouts 
this year.
Beals said that tioin}  ^ itito the 
finals with the best tune in the con­
ference iiives him confidence about 
his upcominjj race.
GREGG COBARR/COBARR PHOTOGRAPHY
David Beals has knocked nearly a minute off his personal best time.
“In the workouts I’ve been doinj; team this year, 
the past few weeks. I’ve felt strong,’’ “He’s a hifi point-fietter tor the
he said. “I’m ready to run a yood team," she said. “He’s a threat role 
race." model, a disciplined athlete and a
C'rawtord said she’s proud of the j o^od student. He’ll he hard to replace 
contributions Reals has made to the next year."
Mustang Daily is hiring for 2000-2001
News Editor
Opinion Editor 
Sports Editor 
Features Editor 
Arts &  Entertainment Editor
Managing Editor 
Copy Editors 
Photo Editor
To he ctinsidcrcd tor these positions, 
provide a resume and cover letter, outlin­
ing your ideas tor the section, along with 
three (.3) clips of your work from the sec­
tion you are interested in.
To he considered for these positions, 
provide a resume and cover letter, outlin­
ing your ideas and qualifications tor the 
position.
Please subm it all materials by Monday, May 22, at 5 pm  
to Adam Jarm an, graphic arts building 26, room 226.
Indiana students, staff 
react to Knight verdict
(U-W IRFJ R L œ M lN G TO N , 
Ind. — As the time neared 5 p.m., 
students started to gather in the 
Indiana Memorial Union’s 
Commons to hear the verdict on 
coach Boh Knij^ht’s future. They 
were quiet hut attentive as they 
listened to the television broad­
cast.
While University officials read 
some of the allegations, some stu­
dents snickered. Despite the quiet­
ness the students displayed, their 
divided opinions remained firm.
“No matter what the decision 
IS,  some students will like it and 
some will dislike it, like with any 
other administrative decision,” 
said Assistant Dean iif Students 
Jim Gibson.
lU Student Association presi­
dent Meredith Suffron, a senior, 
.said she believes media cover.it^e 
elevated the issue to another level 
and that students are tired of it.
“It is a relief that there is a deci­
sion, even though it is not com­
plete," she said. “But 1 don’t think 
this investif.Mtion has chantied stu­
dents’ perspectives on Bobby 
Knij^ht. Those who liked him con­
tinue to like him, and those who 
didn’t still don’t. He has made the 
^ame for 29 years. 1 think the stu­
dents that support him only see 
that side of him."
lU Student b\)undation vice 
president Gayle W'oLski, a senior, 
said she believes student response 
would have been different if the 
verdict w.is announced before 
school had let out for the summer.
“1 believe that the students 
would have rioted if Knitiht had 
been fired,” she said. “1 think the 
verdict was fair. He may have a 
temper problem, hut he does mold 
his players into .succe.ssful adults. If
Kniyht was terminated, lU would 
lose a lot of national and local sup­
port.”
Many students also expressed 
that lU basketball would not he 
the same if Knij.’ht were fired, 
junior Rauland McDade said he 
believes it is appropriate for the 
University to reprimand Knight.
“Bobby leaving would be like 
when Jordan left the NB.A,” he 
viid. “Bobby is like that, he keeps 
it real, m.ikes it interesting. You 
never know what he is j^oinj: to 
ilo.”
Senior C-arol Johnson said she 
believes Knit^ht is the foundation 
of lU’s basketball team.
“Our basketball team is i^ ood, 
but he Is the one that brinf^ s in all 
the players here,” she said. 
“Knit’ht is like the foundation 
pole; if you take him away, the 
team will falter."
Hven though most students 
interv iewed were hapi’y with the 
decision, some thought the verdict 
was not harsh enoutih, saying that 
it reflects poorly on the University 
and the administration.
“(Knifiht) staying definitely 
puts a negative imaye on the 
University. It says that we con­
done his allevied actions," said 
Kyle Brown, a recent lU ¡graduate.
The media have followed the 
chart’es at’ainst Knif^ht since they 
were made, and students ques­
tioned it the coveraj>e will .iffect 
Knight’s coaching abilities.
“1 hope these sanctions don’t 
affect his ability and style of 
coachint;. 1 hope the media does­
n’t u.se them to taunt him," said lU 
.Student Association vice presi­
dent of administration Scott 
Witoszynski, a senior.
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MATTRESS & BED 
DISCOUNT CENTER
“STUDENT SPECIALS" SETS START 
FROM TWIN $99 FULL $139 QUEEN 
$179 KING $229 ALL NEW 10 YR & 
UP WARRANTYS FIRM TO PLUSH 
1362 MADONNA RD 785-0197
CASH PAID FOR USED CD’S, TAPES, 
& LP S. CHEAP THRILLS & 
RECYCLED RECORDS. 563 Higuera 
New Releases $4.00 off list.
Open M-Sun till 9.
MEDIA FORUn/f
Top women journalists 
have their say Monday, 
May 22, 8 p.m. at the 
Performing Arts Center.
CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
New Comics Wednesday Mornings! 
New Games Weekly CAPT. NEMO 
COMICS 779 Marsh. 544-NEMO
C a m p u s  C i .u b s
AtW2 Alpha Phi Omega ActivesA<W2 
Come out to our meetings at 
8:00. Wednesdays Room 206 Bid. 3
Cj RPJLK N r w s
AO AO AO AO AO
Come check us out! OPEN HOUSE 
May 23 6-8 pm 1290 Foothill
AOn Open House
Sunday, May 21 @ 12:00 pm Mitchell 
Park. Hope to see you there!
L m f m . o y m h n t
Summer Camp Directors/Counselors/ 
Counselors-ln-Training 
City Morro Bay; p/t 20-40 hr/wk; 
Mon-Fri; 6/19 - 9/1/00; on site 
supervision for summer camp; 
Apply City Morro Bay, 595-Harbor, 
772-6207; deadline - 5/26 00
RESIDENT MANAGER positions 
available beginning June 15th. 
Applicants should be mature, 
responsible, and able to work with a 
professional management team. Duties 
include security, tenant assistance, and 
light maintenance. Salary plus rent 
discount. Pick up applications at the 
Woodside Apartments' Office. 200 N.
Santa Rosa Street. SLO.
li.M IM .O 'l M U M
Come talk about relationships! 
INTIMACY WORKSHOPS May 18&25 
7 pm - 9 pm @ Newman Center 
It's FREE! All Welcome! 543-4105
Sports C i mp Internships 
Palo Alto, California 
6/19 - 8/11 $74 - $90/day 9am - 4pm 
Decatholon Sports Club 650-625-1602
$1500 weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. Free information 
Call (202) 452-5940.
Student Interns wanted at CSTI 
Various positions available 
5 miles from Poly. 20+ hrs./wk. 
Career Ctr. or call549-3535
PAINTERS
FT SUMMER JOB $7-10 HR DOE 
WILL TRAIN! FOR INFO APP. 
CALL BEN @ (805) 704-1358
FUN SUMMER JOBS 
Gain valuable experience working 
with children outdoors. We 
are looking for caring SUMMER 
DAY CAMP STAFF whose summer 
home IS in or near the San 
Fernando or Conejo Valleys, 
Malibu or Simi Valley. General 
Counselors & Specialists. 
Salaries range $2.500 - $3,000+. 
888-784-CAMP
h2.\iiM .()>  ,m í : n t
FUN+ACTIVE SUMMER BABYSITTER 
FOR 4 CHILD. 7, 6, 4, 21/2 -IN SLO 
20-25 HRS/WK. FROM MID JUNE 
THRU AUG. GREAT KIDS + A VERY 
GENEROUS SALARY. CALL 541-9438
WEBSITE ADMINISTRATOR 
Beginning June 1 
(Must be here Summer Qtr.)
15-20 hrs/wk Salary variable 
w Experience.
Knowledge of HTML, Unix file 
structures & permissions a 
MUST. Obtain appl. in rm 14-254
Local Web firm looking for: 
PROGRAMMERS & DESIGNERS
Perl, mySQL, HTML or FLASH 
Fun'young staff, flex, hrs 
P/T & F/T. Bnfts w FT. Great 
salary. DOE (805) 788-0767
I lOMRS I O R  S a LR
Looking for a place to live? 
WWW slohousing.com...
Your move off campus!
Houses and Condos for Sale
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call 
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990 
www.NelsonRealEstateSLO.com
l ^ i : . \ T . \ l -  l l O U S I . N f i
SUMMER SUBLET
2 Rooms available in 3 bdrm. 1 ba. 
Victorian House 
Recently Remodeled, off-street 
parking, walking distance to downtown. 
$400/mo per room
call Andy (547-0621) or Will (787-0100)
Cedar Creek
2 Bdrm 2 Ba New Carpet. Tile, 2 
Parking Spots. Available 7-1-00 11 mo 
lease $1300/mo Call 787-0531 for App
Cedar Creek Condo’s 12 mth 
Lease. 2 Bedroom 2 Baths. $1300 
Walk to Poly 
543-8370
S F R \  I C R S
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 PTS 
GRE 214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE $$$
Europe $239 (o w + taxes) 
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE'! 
Hawaii $129 (o w) Mexico/ 
Caribbean $209 (r/t + taxes) 
800-834-9192'www 4cheapair.com
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Steeplechasing 
the Big West title
David Beals, 23rd in N CAA, competes 
for the Big West title in the steeplechase
By Kara Knutson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
C'al i\'ly senior ITn id Reals will 
run approximately two miles, luir- 
Jle  28 harriers maJe ot 4-hy'4s that 
wei^h a few hundred pouiuls and 
jump seven IZdooi h.irriers trying 
to defend his No. 1 ranking.; on 
Friday in the Bijj West C'onferencc 
track and field finals.
The event is the steeplecha.se, 
and Reals is the only memher of the 
C'al Poly track and field teatn who 
competes in the event.
Head track and field coach Terry 
Crawford said Reals is the only 
steeplechaser because he was inter­
ested in it attd was a natural for it.
Re.ils transferred to Cal Poly 1 ist 
year from a Salina- jutiior college 
where he first started competin<: H' 
the steeplechase. He s.iid th.it he 
was |snin . 1  disi.ince runner hut th.ii 
he tried .i little hit of everythifiL: on 
the track teiin m hiyh s,.hool,
includinji hurdles.
Once in collejie, he wanted to 
run the steeplechase hecau.se it 
looked interestinji and it was a 
combination of several events he’d 
competed in durinji hijih school.
“If 1 had my pick of any event, Pd 
pick the steeplechase every time,” 
he said. “It’s a challenge, something 
not everyone can do. It’s a j r^eat 
event.”
Reals added that there is an ele­
ment of dan f^er in the race that not 
only attracts himself, hut viewers as 
well.
“It’s hard to j»et people to watch 
distance events because they think 
they’re horinj.;,” he said. “The 
steeplechase is a distance event, hut 
people love to watch it. It’s a fan 
favorite because you tiever know 
wheti someone miLlht fall.”
Reals’ best time in the steeple- 
ch.is«.' at the he^mnim; of the 19UU
-iU
y4i' " , ^
- m."-
¡mii uwns
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see BEALS, page 11 Senior David Beals is racing for the Mustangs in the steeplechase.
i r l i
Sophomore &  
outfielder 
Nicole 
Dansby 
was one of 
the lone 
bright 
spots for 
the 
Mustang 
softball 
team this 
season. 
Dansby hit 
.327 and 
led the 
Mustangs 
in runs, 24, 
while start­
ing all SO 
games.
MARKUS 
SCHNEIDER/ 
MUSTANG DAILY
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\ Nicole Dansby 
¿UJ named All- 
1 Conference
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í2UiJ»=:-: Nessa and senior Tracie Carlisle to graduation.
Cal Poly 
names head 
golf coach
M USTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Sophomore outfielder Nicole Dansby was named 
to the Rij» West All-Conference softball ream 
Tuesd.iy.
Datisby led the Mustangs with a .^27 batting aver- 
a;^ e from the leadoff j'sisition. Dansby alv> led the 
team in runs scored with 24. scorinj» more th.in 2 1 
pc-rcent of the team’s runs K>r the sc-ason.
Dansby, who started .ill 5C' jzames for the 
Mu.st.mj:.s, led the team in hits, doubles, triples, 
walks, on-base percentajic, and was a pc'rfect 4-4 in 
stolen base opjsortunities.
The Mustangs didn’t have much support behind 
Dansby, winning; only 15 of 50 {»ames on the season.
Dansby will be counted on for leadership duties 
next season as Cal Poly loses fellow outfielder Kristal
V , ...... ..........  . .........^ „ -1 :  a . ,  ........................................ . 1........
The athletic department stayed 
local Wednesday when it hired 
Scott Cartwrijiht as head men’s 
and women’s jjolf coach.
The announcement was made 
by A th letic Director John 
McCutcheon.
Cartwright has been the head 
golf professional at the San Luis 
Obispo Coif and Country Club 
since 1990. He will retain this 
position while coaching at Cal 
Poly.
Cartwright has also coached San 
Luis Obispo High School for the 
past three years, leading the Tigers 
to a N orthern League 
Championship each year.
M en’s golf was reinstated and 
women’s golf was added Sept. 50. 
Men’s golf last competed in 1975 
as a Division 11 sport. The program 
was canceled due to budget con­
cerns.
The m en’s .ind women’s golf 
te.ims, which will compete .is 
Division 1 sports for the first time 
next ye.ir, are ciunpletely self-sup- 
ported. That means adding these 
two sports will not cost the .ithlet- 
ic de|sartment .my more money.
The te.ims will be members of 
the Rig West and will pr.ictice .ind 
play .It the San Luis Obispo Coif 
.md Country t2hib .ind Avila 
Reach Resort. Next year’s team 
will consist of pl.iyers who tried 
out tn the .spring.
Cartwright, who has won seven 
California tournaments in the 
1990s, was a PC A Tour cjualifier in 
1991 while competing in the S.in 
l^iego Open. His most recent \ ic- 
tory was in 1998 at the Straight 
Down F.ill Cd.issic, where he shot a 
two-day score of 129 (f>6-65).
Prior to arriving on the Centr.il 
Caiast in 1990, Cartwright was the 
head golf professit>nal at Mountain 
View Country Club in Corona. 
There, he helped business increase 
and membership nearly tripled 
from 1981 to 1990.
He is a 1981 graduate ot Cal 
State Fullerton.
Sports Trivia Briefs Schedule
•  •
Yesterday's Answer:
Ken and Bob Forsch were the first brothers to 
pitch no-hitters in the major leagues.
Congrats David Pessah!
Today's Question:
Who was the first NHL goalie to score a playoff 
goal?
Please submit sports trivia answer to sports@mustangdaily.calpoly.edu 
Please include your name. The first correct answer received via e-mail will 
be printed in the next issue of the paper
Avalanche to get Bourque back Friday
DENVER —  Ray Bourque insists he's returning to the Colorado 
Avalanche lineup on his own timetable —  not because defensive 
partner Adam Foote is out with an eye injury
"Regardless of whether Adam was there or not, you've got to 
be good enough to go," Bourque said Wednesday. "That's why I'm 
playing Friday, because I'm well enough."
Bourque, the Hall of Fame-bound defenseman who has missed 
the last four playoff games because of a strained left knee, prac­
ticed hard and, for the first time, took contact in Wednesday's 
workout.
Afterward, he pronounced himself ready to play in Game 3 of 
the Avalanche's Western Conference final series against Dallas, 
set for Friday night in Denver, where the Avalanche are 6-0 this 
postseason.
The Stars' 3-2 home victory Monday night squared the best-of- 
seven series 1-1.
Colorado coach Bob Hartley hinted a day earlier that Bourque 
wotjld return for Game 3, and Bourque made it official.
FRIDAY
• Baseball vs. Santa Barbara
•  in SLO Stadium
•  5 p.m.
•  Track a t Big West Conference Championships
• at Moscow, Idaho
SATURDAY
• Baseball vs. Santa Barbara
•  in SLO Stadium
•  1 p.m.
SUNDAY
• Baseball vs. Santa Barbara
•  in SLO Stadium
•  1 p.m.
